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Orchardgrass, Dactylls glomerata L., is a perennial forage grass 
of major importance in many areas throughout the United States. In 
Iowa, it has been estimated that orchardgrass is used on two of the 
nine million acres in pasture and forage production. It is well 
suited for pasture and hay, and it can be grown alone or in combination 
with legumes and other grasses. Growth characteristics of orchard-
grass make it advantageous for early spring pasture and rotational 
grazing. Its most desirable trait is its ability to recover quickly 
after grazing or mowing. Additional desirable attributes are ease of 
establishment, persistence in pastures under proper management, and 
good nutritive value and palatability when properly managed. Some 
undesirable characteristics are susceptibility to winterkilling in 
some norLaëiTi areas and lack of resistance to several leaf diseases. 
Some leaf diseases are damaging throughout the growing season, but 
rust is most destructive during the latter part of the growing season. 
Stem rust (caused by Puccinia graminis Pers.) can seriously affect 
yield and quality of orchardgrass forage, especially when the forage 
is allowed to accumulate for hay or deferred grazing. 
The purpose of my research was to evaluate the importance and 
effectiveness of breeding for rust resistance. Improved rust resistance 
has been a major objective of the breeding program on orchardgrass 
at Iowa State University. Recurrent phenotypic selection for resistance 
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was started in the cultlvar Sterling in 1962, Three cycles of 
phenotypic selection and one cycle of selection based on both 
phenotypic performance and a polycross progeny test have been completed. 
Artificially-induced epiphytotics of stem rust were used in 
field experiments with the following objectives: (1) to evaluate 
populations derived from each cycle of selection, the Syn 1 and 
Syn 2 generations of two populations, and topcross progenies of 
third-cycle selections; (2) to evaluate the effectiveness of a 
screening procedure used in the greenhouse to identify rust resistant 
material; (3) to study effects of rust on yield and quality of forage 
in five populations differing in the level of rust resistance; and 
(4) to study relative rates of pathogen increase in the same five 
populations mentioned in Objective 3. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The Nature of Orchardgrass and Breeding Procedures 
Publications on floras of Europe concur in describing D. glomerata 
as a wide-ranging variable species. It was known by 1930 that the 
related species D. aschersoniana Graebner was a diploid with a 2n 
chromosome number of 24, while the cultivated and wild D. glomerata 
was a tetraploid with 2n = 28. The chief contributions to cytotaxonomy 
have been made by Huntzing (1937) and Zohary (1956). Muntzing main­
tained, on the basis of observations of meiotic behavior, that the 
tetraploid forms of D. glomerata were of autopolyploid origin from 
D. aschersoniana. The origin of D. glomerata by chromosome doubling 
from a single diploid entity was questioned later by Clausen, Keck 
and Hiesey (1945) and by Stebbins (1947) who suggested, on morphological 
grounds, the possibility of hybrid origin, with the participation of 
ail additional diploid fnrm or formâ. Strong evidence for the. hybrid 
origin of cultivated tetraploid D. glomerata has been provided by 
Myers (1948) and Stebbins and Zohary (1959). Myers reported that the 
induced tetraploid of D. aschersoniana morphologically resembled the 
diploid rather than the tetraploid D. glomerata, indicating that 
tetraploidy per se was not responsible for differences between the 
two populations. A cytogenetic and evolutionary study of diploid 
subspecies by Stebbins and Zohary provided further information on the 
D. glomerata complex. They concluded that the diploid subspecies of 
Dactylis were generally interfertile and able to exchange genes with 
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each Other at the diploid level. The cultivated tetraploid D. glomerata 
was considered to have been formed by chromosome doubling of hybrids 
among the various diploids. 
Similar to most perennial forage grasses, orchardgrass is con­
sidered highly cross-pollinated in nature and variable in self-fertility. 
In general, however, the degree of self-fertility has been of sufficient 
magnitude to enable breeders to practice some inbreeding (Leffel et 
al. 1954). Johnson (1951) summarized the problems and principles 
peculiar to breeding cross-polllnatcd perennial forage crops, and he 
concluded that the combining ability of a potential parent was the 
Important measure for any character. The difficulty of making 
controlled crosses in forages, either for testing or for producing 
commercial seed, caused a shift in emphasis from single-cross per­
formance and specific combining ability to general combining ability 
as measured by topcrosses and polycrosses. Kalton et al. (1955) 
and Kalton and Leffel (1955) discussed methods of evaluating general 
and specific combining ability in orchardgrass. On the assumption 
that mean single cross performance was the best estimate of general 
combining ability in their tests, polycross and topcross progenies 
were reasonably predictive it means were meaButcu accuratcly. For 
various reasons, including number of replications and randomness of 
pollination in topcross and polycross nurseries, the topcross nursery 
was considered more suitable in a breeding program. 
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Etiology of Rust Diseases on Orchardgrass 
A variety of rust pathogens have been reported to attack orchardgrass. 
Schultz (1941) mentioned the rusts caused principally by Puccinia graminis 
Pers. f. sp. avenae Eriks and E. Henn. and 2» glumarum (Schm.) Eriks. 
and Henn. as two diseases of economic importance, the former in America 
and the latter in Europe. He reported that 2» graminis avenae caused 
disease epidemics in 1938 and 1939 in the grass breeding nurseries at the 
University of Minnesota. Fisher and Levine (1941) presented data on the 
reaction of wild and cultivated grasses to the four most common rusts 
in the United States and Canada, namely; stem rust (P. graminis), leaf 
rust (£. rubigo-vera Wint.), stripe rust (P. glumarum) and crown rust 
(P. coronata Cda.). The report indicated that D, glomerata species had 
susceptible and resistant reactions to stem and crown rusts but failed to 
become infected as a result of artificial inoculation with leaf and stripe 
rusts. Oldemeyer and Hanson (1955) recorded leaf rust (Uromyces dactylidis 
Otth.) ratings on field plots uf uicIiai-Jgirasa la rannsylvczic. In 
another study, Roberts and Murphy (1955) identified a leaf rust fungus 
on oreuardgrass as P. dactylidis Gaeus and reported it for the first 
time as occurring in the United States. Puccinia striiformis Westend. 
var. dactylidis Manners was described and illustrated by Manners (1960). 
He found that it differed from the type variety by having smaller spores, 
higher temperature optimum for urediospore germination, and inability to 
infect hosts other than Dactylis. Also, he reported that P. striiformis 
is commonly known as P. gluasrim, which he considered invalid. Rust 
fungi reported to attack orchardgrass were summarized as follows 
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by Cummins (1956, 1971): 
Pucclnla coronata Cda. 
Pucclnia dactylldlna Bub. (=P. recondita) 
Pucclnla dactylldis Gaeum. (=^. graminis) 
Pucclnla glumarum (Schmidt) Erlks. et E. Henn. (=P. strilformls) 
Pucclnla graminis Pers. 
Pucclnla recondita Pers. ssp. gramlnicola Urban 
Pucclnla recondita Rob. ex Desm. 
Pucclnia rubigo-vera Wlnt. (=P. recondita) 
Pucclnla strilformls West. (=P. glumarum) 
Pucclnia strilformls West, var dactylldis Manners 
Uromyces dactylldis Otth. 
Epidemiology of Stem Rust on Orchardgrass 
Relatively little is known about the epidemiology of orchardgrass 
stem rust. In general, Pucclnia graminis has been identified on orchard-
grass in the USA wherever the host is found (U.S. Dept. Agr. Handbook 
No. 165, 1960). In Iowa, rust is rarely seen on orchardgrass before mid-
July (I. T. Carlson, Iowa State University, personal communication, 1975). 
If environmental conditions are favorable, the pathogen will continue to 
build-up on susceptible varieties until orchardgrass growth ceases in 
the fall: TMA preacesL builu-iip occurs in stands where growth has 
accumulated for at least a month due to deferred grazing or mowing. 
Little is known about the origin of rust spores that cause initial 
infection of orchardgrass in Iowa each year. There are no reports of 
the pathogen's overwintering in Missouri or Iowa, where orchardgrass is 
grown commercially. It is likely, therefore, that spores are blown into 
the state by prevailing southerly winds in the same manner as spores of 
rust fungi that attack wheat, oats, and corn. Since orchardgrass is 
rarely found in southern Texas or northern Mexico where stem rust of 
cereals overwinters; other grass genera or species most likely serve as 
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alternate gramineous hosts for the stem rust that attacks orchardgrass. 
Eshed and Wahl (1970 pointed out that the obligately parasitic powdery 
mildew and rust fungi show duality in their parasitic behavior. The 
organisms are narrowly specialized in their ability to parasitize host 
cultivars on the one hand, yet capable of attacking plants of different 
species or even remote genera or tribes on the other. They suggested 
that this behavior of these fungi on grasses is at least partially 
accounted for by the major trends in the evolution of grasses. According 
to Stebbins (1956), "most common species of grasses...contain in varying 
proportions gene combinations derived from several widely divergent 
ancestors". It could be expected that, owing to their genetic inter­
relationships, wild grasses would be congenial hosts for obligately 
parasitic fungi secured from a wide gamut of hosts. 
The above information supports the idea of orchardgrass stem rust's 
ovcn^intering nn an alnernaLe gramineous host. Spore dissemination conld 
be similar to that found for oat and wheat stem rust; namely, the same 
low-level jet streams that disseminate wheat and oat stem rust spores 
from south to north could also play an active role in orchardgrass stem 
rust dissemination. It is also possible that the initial inoculum 
comes from small grains grown in Iowa. 
Only timing is against this theory. Stem rust commonly is evident 
on oats and wheat in Iowa by mid- to late-June, and epidemics, if they 
occur, soon follow. Stem rust on orchardgrass, on the other hand, is 
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first evident in mid-July. Possibly orchardgrass rust, like Puccinia 
sorghi on corn, blows in later in the season, from overwintering hosts 
in Mexico, Central America, and/or the Caribbean Islands. 
At any rate, it is clear that (a) Central lîorth America must be 
the minimum epidemiological unit within which P. graminis recycles 
on orchardgrass and some other host(s), and that (b) P. graminis on 
orchardgrass, like £. graminis on small grains, P. coronata on oats, 
and 2» sorghi on corn, is a continental, not a residual, pathogen 
(Browning et al. 1969). This means that the local breeder cannot 
influence virulence genotypes of primary inoculum that attacks his 
cultivars; therefore, he must breed cultivars to meet whatever Inoculum 
comes their way. 
Breeding for Rust Resistance 
Rust and other foliar diseases can limit yield and quality 
of orchardgrass, yet few Investigations have been reported on breeding 
for rust resistance. One study involved the rust reaction of parents 
and selfed progenies (Schultz, 1941). Rust readings made in five broad 
classes on plants showed some progenies were uniformly resistant 
and others uniformly susceptible. A significant correlation coefficient 
of 0.72 was obtained between the rust ciaâB value of parent plants 
and the average value of their selfed progenies. Also, plants in many 
of the selfed progenies were distributed in two and sometimes three 
adjacent rust classes. Lastly, he observed that yield was positively 
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and significantly correlated with winter hardiness, height, and culm 
number in the first crop, and negatively and significantly correlated 
with erect plant type and percentage of rust infection in the second 
crop. Kalton et al. (1952) reported low or nonsignificant correlations 
between disease score or bloom date and panicle number or forage 
yield of outcross progenies of orchardgrass clones. Oldemeyer and 
Hanson (1955) found highly significant correlations between parents 
and polycross progenies for leaf rust (U. dactylidis) ratings on broad­
cast plots. They coneluded that progeny testing for leaf rust re­
sistance may not be necessary in orchardgrass. Carlson and Moll 
(1962) evaluated phenotypic and genotypic variation and covariation 
in nine quantitative characters in strains of orchardgrass. Both 
genotypic and phenotypic correlations showed little or no association 
between rust reaction and other characters. The study further showed 
that 79% of the phenotypic variation among all strain means was geno­
typic for rust reaction. They indicated that selection among plants 
within strains should be effective for rust resistance. Lastly, they 
concluded that phenotypic recurrent selection would be a logical way 
to increase the frequency of genes for resistance if effective screening 
procedures could be developed. À study by Carr and Cathsrsll (1963) 
found that screening against rust (P. strliformls) was complicated 
by an association of proneness to infection with high levels of water 
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soluble carbohydrates (WSC) in the leaves. Because WSC contribute 
to the nutritive value of forage. It would be undesirable to reduce 
WSC content during selection for rust resistance. Recent investiga­
tions by Carr (1970) have shown that it is possible to isolate rust-
resistant orchardgrass material without markedly reducing WSC content. 
He reported that selection in the cultivar S-37 yielded parental 
genotypes possessing a high degree of stripe rust resistance while 
retaining approximately 88% of the WSC content found in susceptible 
genotypes of 3-37. 
Recurrent Selection 
Recurrent selection is a procedure designed to Increase the 
frequency of favorable alleles in a population. It Involves selection 
in each generation among the heterozygous and heterogeneous progeny 
derived by intermating selected individuals (or their selfed progeny) 
of the previous generation. The procedure vcc crlglnally 
by Jenkins (1940) as a breeding method for corn. Hull (1945) modified 
the procedure for accumulation of genes affecting specific combining 
ability in corn and proposed the term "recurrent selection." 
In recurrent selection, desirable plants can be selected in each 
cycle by phenotypic, genotypic, or geno-phenotypic methods. In the 
phenotypic method, desirable plants are selected on the basis of their 
own performance. In the genotypic method, they are selected on the 
basis of the mean performance of their progeny. In the geno-phenotypic 
method, phenotypically desirable plants are selected from the best 
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progenies. Selection also can be based on both phenotypic and progeny 
performance. 
Recurrent selection has been used successfully to improve disease 
resistance. Jenkins et al. (1954) reported that three generations 
of recurrent selection for resistance to Helminthosporium turcicum 
Pass, leaf blight in corn was effective generally. Barnes et al. 
(1971) presented favorable results of recurrent phenotypic selection 
for bacterial wilt (Corynebacterium insidlosum McCull. H.L. Jens.) 
resistance in the two alfalfa (Medicago sativa L.) germplasm pools 
A and B. Additionally, Hanson et al. (1972) reviewed the progress 
made by recurrent phenotypic selection for disease and insect resistance 
in these germplasm pools. They reported progress from selection for 
resistance to the following diseases and insects: rust [Uromyces 
striatus Schroet. var. medicaginls (Pass.) Arth.], common leafspot 
[Pseudopeziza medicaginis (Lib.) Sacc.], anthracnose [Colletotrichum 
trifclii (Bain and Essary)]; spotted alfalfa aphid [Therioaphis maculata 
(Buckton)] and potato leafhopper [Empoasca fabae (Harris)]. Frosheiser 
and Barnes (1973) presented evidence of progress by recurrent selection 
for Phytophthora megasperma Dreschs. root rot resistance in alfalfa. 
The percentage of resistant plants in a population was increased from 
less than 10% to about 50% after 2 cycles of selection and to about 
63% after 3 cycles of selection. 
Various recurrent selection methods also have been used successfully 
to improve forage yield and other desirable agronomic traits. Stewart 
(1959) compared relative efficiencies of phenotypic, genotypic, and 
geno-phenotypic methods for Improving seedling vigor in the birdsfoot 
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trefoil cultivar 'Viking.' Though his results were inconclusive, 
the geno-phenotypic method appeared to have a slight advantage over 
the other two methods. A parallel study was conducted by Twamley 
(1971) with 'Leo.' His results indicated that the geno-phenotypic 
method appeared to have the most potential for improvement of seedling 
vigor. Hamad (1971) conducted a similar study with the cultivar 
'Maitland.' He concluded that the geno-phenotypic method was the 
most promising of the three methods for improving seedling vigor in 
birdsfoot trefoil. Sandha and Twamley (1973) reviewed several re­
current selection programs that have been used successfully to increase 
forage yield, seed size, and seedling vigor. They reported seed 
yield increases of 32 and 58% in the Lotus corniculatus L. cultivar 
'Leo' after two cycles of selection by the genotypic and geno-pheno­
typic methods, respectively. 
Effects of Hiczzzz on Fnraem Yield and Quality 
Only a few investigations related to effects of foliage diseases 
on forage yield and quality have been reported. In one experiment. 
Burton (1954) evaluated effects of anthracnose (Colletotricum graminicola 
Lev.) on the quality of sudangrass (Sorghum sudanense Piper Stapf.). 
The data indicated that disease lowered the protein content by 9 per­
centage units and increased the dry matter percentage by 15%. In 
another investigation, Brigham (1959) studied the effects of Cercospora 
disease (Cercospora medicaginis Ellis and Everhart) on forage quality 
of alfalfa. He found that approximately 40% of the total nitrogen in 
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the leaves was lost when Cercospora lesions covered about 1/8 of the 
leaf area. Willis et al. (1969) reported that field plots of alfalfa, 
sprayed weekly with Dithane M-45 to control leaf and stem diseases, 
yielded 18% (2.8 MT/ha) more than unsprayed plots. They found that 
disease control increased carotene content 21% in third-cutting forage 
and decreased stem defoliation, but it had little effect on protein 
percentage of the forage. Further work (Wilcoxson and Bielenberg, 
1972 and Wilcoxson et al., 1973) has shown substantial increases in 
alfalfa hay and seed yields when foliar diseases were controlled 
with fungicides. Lastly, Smith and Maxwell (1971) evaluated the 
effects of bean yellow virus on productivity, in vitro digestiblity, 
and nitrogen and chlorophyll percentages of susceptible clones from 
two red clover varieties. They concluded that the virus had no effect 
on dry-matter digestibility, but it did cause an increase in nitrogen 
percentage and a decrease in chlorophyll percentage and forage yield. 
Digestibility estimates for healthy plants were associated positively 
with nitrogen concentration (r = 0.50), leaflet-to-stem dry matter 
ratio (r = 0.35); and they were associated negatively with shoot 
height (r = -0.54) and stem dry matter percentage (r = -0.30). 
Carr and Catherall (1963) studied eilects of several fungal 
pathogens, including stripe rust (P. striiformis), on nutritive value 
of orchardgrass. A close association was demonstrated between potential 
water-soluble carbohydrate (WSC) content and proneness to stripe rust 
infection, while simultaneously it was noted that the pathogen caused 
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a decrease in WSC. A more detailed observation of 50 plants in six 
orchardgrass families, three with high and three with low potential 
WSC percentage, showed a close Inverse correlation between the visual 
score for rust and WSC content (Carr, 1965). He thought it probable 
that the observed negative correlation was, in fact, the result of 
two opposing relationships: a positive relationship between WSC level 
and proneness to rust infection on the one hand, and a negative rela­
tionship between amount of infection and WSC level in the plant on the 
other. To check this possibility 18 plante were selected from those 
previously analysed for WSC and scored for rust in the grass breeding 
nursery. These plants, chosen on the basis of their goodness-of-fit 
to a negative correlation (r = -0.88, P = 0.001), were grown in the 
greenhouse under rust-free conditions and analysed again for WSC. The 
data showed a positive correlation between the original score for 
rust and WSC content in the unrusted condition (r = 0.7; P = 0.001), 
while there was no correlation between WSC contents of infected and 
noninfected plants (r = 0.08). Recently Armour et al. (1973) reported 
effects of crown rust on growth and quality of tall fescue forage. 
They reported that protecting Ky 31 tall fescue from rust infection 
increased total forage yield 37%. Huwever, they found the crude 
protein percentage was higher in rust infected forage than in protected 
forage. 
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Relationships Among Factors Associated with Forage Quality 
Van Soest (1967) pointed out that two fractions were involved in 
dry-matter digestibility of a forage, cell solubles and cell wall 
components. The soluble components which contain proteins and carbo­
hydrates are almost totally digestible. The cell wall constituents 
are variable in composition ind much less digestible than cell solubles. 
Effects of WSC and crude protein (CP) contents on breakdown of 
forages in the rumen can be estimated from their relation to ^  vitro 
dry matter digestlblity (IVDÎÎD). Bent and Aldrich (1963) found generally 
higher and more consistent correlations of CP and WSC contents with 
IVDMD in grasses cut at the hay stage than in aftermath cuts or cuts 
at monthly intervals. In white clover, red clover, and alfalfa 
IVDMD was more closely correlated with protein content than with WSC 
content (Davies et al. 1966). Brown, Blaser and Fontenot (1968) found 
CP and dry matter disappearance (DMD) in orchardgrass to be negatively 
and significantly associated. Colburn et al. (1968) reported that 
DMD in orchardgrass was negatively related to hemicellulose, cellulose, 
and lignin. Kendall et al. (1970) analyzed aerial portions of several 
forage species including orchardgrass for DMD, sugars, and nitrogen. 
They found that amounts of sugars, expressed as LoLal and reducing 
sugar, were not correlated with DMD values; however, percentage of N 
was correlated with DMD values (r = 0.777). 
Clements (1969) reported results of three cycles of selection 
for high and low crude protein percentage in a variable breeding 
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population of Phalaris tuberosa L. He found that total response was 
similar in each direction. The responses were accompanied by 
positively correlated changes in vitro digestibility and in 
characters commonly used as indicators of nutritive value of herbage. 
However, there were large negatively correlated changes in seedling 
vigor, relative growth rates, and other morphological and physiological 
characters. 
Burns et al. (1970) evaluated the WSC levels, in vitro dry 
matter digestibility» and crude protein in relation to changes in 
crude fiber levels of forage sorghum (Sorghum vulgare Pers.) and 
sudangrass (^. sudanense). Multiple regression was computed for each 
species over all managements to determine the amount of variation in 
IVDMD attributable to the WSC and CP percentages. The analysis 
accounted for 64% (R = 0.80) of the variation in IVDMD of forage 
sorghum and 74% (R = 0.86) in sudangrass. 
Influence of Host Populations on Disease Progress 
The use of host resistance 
Browning and Frey (1969) reviewed comprehensively the use of 
host resistance ab a means of disease control- They discussed the 
effectiveness of tolerant cultivars, pure line cultivars with polygenic 
horizontal resistance, and multiline cultivars with heterogenic hori­
zontal resistance for breaking the vicious cycle of new cultivars 
selecting new, virulent forms of pathogens. A multiline cultivar is 
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a mechanical mixture of discrlminately-chosen pure lines similar for 
agronomic qualities» but different in response to rust attack. Theo­
retically, a multiline variety should exhibit increased stability of 
production due to increased protection against disease. Extrapolation 
from the principle of stability leads to the theory that no single 
race will develop rapidly enough on susceptible plants, which are 
surrounded by resistant plants, to cause severe damage. This supports 
Borlaug's (1958) contention that: 
The effectiveness and the protection afforded by the 
multilineal variety...not only will depend upon the true 
resistance of the lines to the different races of the rust 
race population, but will moreover depend in part upon the 
disease "escape mechanism" which functions more effectively 
in genotypically non-uniform populations. 
As evidence, Borlaug (1938) cited the natural heterozygosity of endemic 
corn in tropical Mexico as a cause of its escaping rust infection even 
in a disease-favorable climate. The natural heterozygosity and hetero­
geneity of orchardgrass also should serve as an ellcctive mechanics 
against diseases such as stem rust. Heterogeneity and heterozygosity 
in orchardgrass populations should function as disease escape mechanisms 
and as stabilizing elements against new forms of rust. From the stand­
point of multiline theory with regard to disease development, an orchard-
grass cultivar or population is somewhat comparable to a multiline 
cultivar. 
There is substantial evidence that the multiline theory is valid 
and operable in small grain disease control (Sunccon, 1960» 1967). 
Additionally, Browning, Simons, and Frey (1962) reported that blends 
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of genotypes with different genes for resistance reduced the rate of 
rust spread and rust losses, and that increasing amounts of initial 
inoculum affected blends much less thf>n pure stands. Later, Browning, 
Frey, and Grindeland (1964) reported that rust multiplied on sus­
ceptible plants at a rate of only 42% per day on blends with two 
resistance types, in comparison with 50% per day on pure line oat 
cultivars. Also, the 50:50 mixture of genotypes delayed a typical 
rust epidemic by four days. 
Disease severity measured by yield of spores 
Grain yield or rust prevalence can be used as measures of the 
effectiveness of multiline cultivars. Measuring the spore yield of 
the pathogen enables one to study the developing epiphytotic from 
outside the plot (Browning and Frey, 1969). Coumoyer, Browning, 
and Jowett (1968) did this by using a blend of six isogenic lines 
and its pure line susceptible and resistant counterparts. They 
inoculated 50 x 50-foot plots by transplanting infected seedlings 
into the center of each plot. Spores were trapped with Rotorod spore 
samplers at the periphery of each plot downwind from the focus for 
2 hours daily. The results showed different spore yields from sus­
ceptible pure lines and the multilines. The epiphycwLlc developed to 
completion in the susceptible pure lines and was terminated by lack 
of uninfected tissue. The epiphytotic did not develop to completion 
on the multiline, however, but was still increasing when it was 
terminated by host maturity. Further statistical treatment of the 
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data showed that the logistic growth model adequately described the 
development of an artifically induced crown rust epiphytotic (Henriquez, 
1968). They concluded consequently that the spore yield data supported 
the theory of multiline cultivars buffering against losses from a crown 
rust epiphytotic by delaying the rate of increase and degree of ultimate 
development of the pathogen. 
Additional data from investigations of oat crown-rust epiphytotics 
in heterogeneous host populations have been presented by Cournoyer 
(1970). She derived the biologically meaningful parameters 'ji, M, and 
K which refer respectively to the time of maximum spore release, 
the maximum spore release at time y, and the final cumulative spore 
count (the upper asymptote at Infinite time). These parameters were 
used to describe and compare pathogen population curves resulting 
from various treatment combinations. Results from heterogeneous 
oâL populations indicated that the incorporation of resistant plants 
decreases the amount of spores trapped. This consistent trend was 
obvious with incorporation of greater amounts of resistance into the 
host populations. Since spore production and disease development 
are directly correlated, she concluded that her results supported 
the multiline hypothesis that mixtures of near-lsogenlc lines effectively 
buffer the host population against the pathogen population. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Source and History of Orchardgrass Materials 
Recurrent selection program 
Recurrent phenotypic selection for rust resistance in Sterling 
orchardgrass was initiated in 1962 (I. T. Carlson, Iowa State University 
personal communication, 1975). The work was started by screening 12,518 
Syn 3 plants of Sterling (a 5-clone synthetic cultivar) for resistance to 
rust (Puccinia graminis) in the greenhouse. One-hundred-ninety-six plants, 
selected for rust resistance in the greenhouse, were evaluated for rust 
reaction under field conditions. On the basis of field reaction, 45 
plants were selected and Intercrossed to produce seed for the first-
cycle population (Cl-P). In 1965, 2211 plants of the first-cycle popu­
lation and 100 plants of the original Sterling were evaluated for rust 
reaction in the field. The mean rating of the first-cycle population 
was 5.7 cuiupaied vith 5.S for the original Sterliug (0 = zest resistant 
a:,i 9 = most susceptible). Thirty-six plants, selected from the first-
cycle population on the basis of field reaction, were intercrossed to 
produce seed for the second-cycle population (C2-P). 
Six of the 45 first-cycle selections were selected further on the 
basis of rust reaction of their polycross progenies in the field. A 
crossing block of the six selections was established to produce Syn 1 
seed for the first cycle of genotypic selection (Cl-G). Subsequently, 
row plantings of Cl-G and C2-P were established to advance each to the 
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Syn 2 generation. Additionally, 63 plants selected for rust resistance 
from the second-cycle population on the basis of field reaction were 
topcrossed to the population from which they were selected. Only 39 
of the 63 selections produced enough seed for a progeny test of rust 
resistance. 
PolycrosB progenies of PI 315425 
In 1967, a number of plant introductions from USSR were evaluated 
for rust resistance under field conditions. Several of them, including 
PI 315425, exhibited a moderate level of rust resistance. Twenty plants 
were selected from PI 315425 on the basis of rust reaction and other 
agronomic traits. A crossing block of these selections was established 
to produce polycross seed. 
Selections for cold tolerance 
Selection for cold tolerance vas conducted among 1000 plants of 
C2-P, Syn 2, in March 1972. Single, plants were grown In 4.5 cm square 
peat pots in the greenhouse. At five weeks of age, they were trans­
ferred to a growth chamber where a "hardening off" process was per­
formed for four days by lowering the initial temperature of 20 C 
at the rate of 4 c per day. During the fifth day the temperature was 
lowered 3 C every two hours until -11 C was reached. This temperature 
was maintained for four hours and then changed to 2 C for twelve hours. 
Plants were kept in the chamber at 15 C for an additional day and then 
transferred to the greenhouse. After one week, 50 plants were selected 
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on the basis of survival, vigor, and freedom from (or relatively little) 
leaf injury. 
Evaluation of Rust Resistance in Original and Selected Materials 
The objectives of this experiment were as follows; (1) to evaluate 
the progress from genotypic and phenotypic selection for rust re­
sistance; (2) to evaluate topcross progenies of third-cycle selections 
for rust resistance; (3) to correlate the incidence of rust severity 
with spring vigor in the following year; and (4) to investigate trends 
in genetic variance as affected by selection procedure and generation 
advancement. 
The following 59 entries were included in the experiment: 
1. Two entries each of Sterling; Cl-P; C2-P, Syn 1 
and Syn 2; and Cl-G, Syn 1 and Syn 2. 
2. Topcross progenies of 39 selections from C2-P, Syn 1. 
3. One entry of plants selected from C2-P, Syn 2, for cold 
tolerance. 
4. One entry each of seven clonal lines. 
The seven clonal lines were vegetatively propagated and included in the 
experiment to estimate within-plot environmental variation. Five of 
them were the parent clones of Sterling while clones 230-2 and 112-4 
were, respectively, second- and third-cycle selections for rust re-
ei . 
All material was started in the greenhouse in late February and 
transplanted to the field in early May. A plot consisted of a single 
row of ten plants spaced 40 cm apart within and between rows. Addition­
ally, a propagule of the parent clone of each of the 39 progenies was 
placed at the beginning of each plot of its progeny. The field design 
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was a randomized complete block with five replications^ Plants of 
Sterling, which had been Inoculated with rust spores in the greenhouse, 
were transplanted around each replication and served both to minimize 
border effects and as a source of initial inoculum. Rust ratings were 
taken on August 8 and 9, 1972, and again on October 9 and 10, 1972. 
A scale of 0.0 to 9.0 was used with 0.0 indicating no visible signs 
of rust and 9.0 indicating heavy infection with little or no unaffected 
leaf tissue. A spring recovery note was taken on April 24, 1973, 
using a scale of 1.0 to 9.0. A score of 1.0 represented excellent 
spring vigor while a rating of 9.0 indicated the plant was dead. 
An analysis of variance of plot means was computed for each rust 
and spring vigor rating. The entries degrees of freedom were sub­
divided into a set of pertinent orthogonal comparisons. Within-plot 
variances were calculated for studying trends in genetic variance. 
•Thp. assuiuption was aade that variation within plots of the seven 
check clones was entirely environmental. It also was assumed that 
variation within plots of other entries consisted of plant-to-plant 
genetic variation plus environmental variation equal to that within 
plots of check clones. Significant genetic variation was indicated 
by significance of within-plot variances tested against withiii-plot 
variances of clonal lines. 
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Effectiveness of Greenhouse Selection for Rust Resistance 
Preliminary experiment 
Three strains representing a range in rust reaction were used to 
determine effects of growth stage and environmental conditions on rust 
reaction in growth chambers. The strains consisted of Sterling, the 
Syn 2 of C2-P, and the topcross progeny of third-cycle selection 517-6. 
Three planting dates (Oct. 20, 30, and Nov. 10, 1972) were used to obtain 
three growth stages. On each date twenty seeds of each strain were 
planted in each of twelve 10 cm clay pots in the greenhouse. Seedlings 
were thinned to 10 per pot two weeks after planting= 
A quantitative inoculator (J. A. Browning, M. D. Simons, and G. D. 
Booth, Iowa State University, personal communication, 1975) was used on 
December 1, 1972, to inoculate all plants with a suspension of urediospores 
in oil (Rowell and Hayden, 1956). After inoculation all 108 pots were 
placed in a dew deposition chamber (Browning, 1973) for 14 hours, 
after which they were placed in three growth chambers maintained, 
respectively, at the approximate day and night temperatures of 15 
and 12, 21 and 18, and 26 and 23 - 2 C. To limit the light intensity 
on one side of each chamber, several layers of cheese cloth were 
placed below the plexiglass plate that was beneath the light banks. 
Under each light intensity (approximately 140 AND 250 LUK) in cach 
chamber, two pota of each growth stage of each strain were arranged 
in a randomized complete block design with two replications. On 
December 13, 1972, each plant was rated for rust reaction by using a 
scale of 0.0 to 3.0. Pustule size and number were considered when 
ratings were made. Analysis of variance was computed on the mean 
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rust reaction of the ten plants per pot. 
Greenhouse selection and field evaluation 
This Investigation was designed to evaluate: (1) the effective­
ness of selection for rust resistance in the greenhouse; (2) the rust 
reaction of polycross progenies of 20 selections from a Russian plant 
introduction, PI 315425; and (3) the rust reaction of three clones 
from two diploid subspecies. 
Material included in the study consisted of; (1) Sterling, the 
Syn 2 of C2-P, and the topcross progeny of clone 517-6; each selected 
and unselected for rust resistance in the greenhouse; (2) polycross 
progenies of 20 selections from PI 315425; (3) diploid clones B-5 
(D. glomerata L. spp. lusitanica Stebbins and Zohary) C-1, and C-3 
(D. glomerata L. spp. Aschersoniana Graebner); and (4) clone 121, one 
of the parent clones of Sterling. All plants were started in the 
greenhouse in late February 1973. The material screened tor rust 
resistance in the greenhouse was inoculated with rust urediospores 
on March 21, 1973, aud selected for rust resistance on April 2, 1973. 
Inoculation and selection were repeated, respectively, on April 5 and 
April 18, 1973= On May 12. 1973, the plants were transplanted to the 
field in a randomized complete block design with four replications. 
Each plot consisted of a single row of 10 plants spaced 40 cm apart 
within and between rows. Rust ratings were recorded on July 17 and 
August 18, 1973, and a fall vigor rating was made on October 20, 1973. 
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The rust rating scale was the same as the one used for the 1972-73 
space-planted experiment. Fall vigor was scored 1.0 to 6.0 with a 
1.0 having good and a 6.0 having poor fall vigor. 
Plot means were used in an analysis of variance of each rust and 
fall vigor rating. The entries degrees of freedom were subdivided 
into a set of pertinent orthogonal comparisons. Simple correlation 
coefficients among the three traits were calculated on entry means. 
Effects of Rust on Yield and Quality of Forage 
This experiment was conducted to examine the effects of rust 
on yield and quality of forage grown in solid stands. On April 24, 
1972, Sterling, the Syn 2 of C2-P, and three mixtures of the two 
strains were planted in a randomized complete block design with five 
replications. The proportions of C2-P to Sterling in the mixtures 
were 4 to 1, 2 to 3, and 1 to 4 on a weight of seed basis. C2-P and 
Sterling had similar seed germinaLiun perceritagcs. Each plot v.^s 3 ™ 
long and consisted of 13 xo\^s spaced 22.5 cm apart. A row of tall 
fescue was planted between plots for delineation. Subsequently, each 
plot was divided into two subplots, each six rows wide, for comparison 
of protection versus no protection against rust. Each replication was 
surrounded by 4 border rows of Sterling that served as a source of 
inoculum for rust and to minimize border effects. 
During the year of establishment, the experiment was sprayed on 
June 20 with 0.4 to 0.5 kg/ha of 2,4D and clipped three times to control 
weeds. Approximately 93 kg/ha of nitrogen and 309 kg/ha of 0-26-26 
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were applied on March 27 and April 6, 1973, respectively. Nitrogen 
at the rate of approximately 90 kg/ha was applied after the first and 
second harvests. 
The experiment was harvested on June 1, July 13, and September 13, 
1973. The center four rows of each subplot were harvested to measure 
yield of dry matter. After the second cutting n fungicide was applied 
to protect one member of each pair of subplots against rust. The 
agricultural fungicide Dithane M-45, a coordination product of zinc 
ion and manganese ethylene bisdithiocarbamate, was applied with a 
hand sprayer twice weekly until one week prior to the third cutting. 
The following traits were measured to study the effects of rust: (1) 
dry matter percentage, (2) dry matter yield, (3) vitro dry matter 
digestiblity (IVDMD), (4) percentage water soluble carbohydrates (WSC), 
and (5) crude protein percentage. 
Àr parh cuttiiiè the gresn weight of all the forage harvested 
from each subplot was recorded. A 700 to 800 g sample of the freshly 
cut forage from each subplot was taken for determination of dry matter 
percentage and for laboratory analyses. The sample was dried in a forced 
air dryer at approximately 60 C for 48 hours. Dry matter percentage 
was calculated by dividing dry weight by green weight. Dry matter 
yield from each subplot was determined by multiplying total green 
weight of forage by its respective dry matter percentage. Dry matter 
samples were ground in a Wiley mill with screen openings 1 mm in 
diameter and were stored in airtight glass bottles for laboratory 
analyses. 
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Determinations of IVDMD were made on all harvests; however, 
percentages of WSC and crude protein were determined on third-cutting 
forage only. The method of Danley and Vetter (1974) was used to 
determine WSC percentage. Nitrogen percentage was determined by a 
mlcro-Kjeldahl procedure and converted to crude protein by multiplying 
by 6.25. In vitro dry matter dlgestlbllty was determined by the 
method of Tllley and Terry (1962) with a slight modification. 
Since the fungicide treatment was not imposed until after the 
second cutting, a randomized complete-block analysis with sampling 
error was used on data from the first two harvests. Fungicide treat­
ments were assigned at random to subplots; therefore, a split-plot 
analysis was performed on data from the third harvest. The degrees 
of freedom for host populations were subdivided to test for linearity 
between trait value and level of rust resistance. Additionally, for 
the third harvest, A randotniZPH complete block analysis was computed 
on ratios obtained by dividing the value for an unprotected subplot 
by the value for the corresponding protected subplot. A split-plot 
analysis was performed on total yield of dry matter over the three 
cuttings. 
Pathogen Increase in Populations with 
Different Levels of Rust Resistance 
This experiment was conducted to study the relative rates of 
pathogen increase in five orchardgrass populations having different 
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levels of rust resistance. The populations are described in the 
previous section. Pathogen build-up was measured by trapping rust 
urediospores released from each host population. The populations were 
seeded on April 26, 1972, in 9.5 m square plots in a randomized complete 
block design with three replications (Browning, Frey, and Grindeland, 
1964). Each plot consisted of rows spaced 20 cm apart, and it was 
bordered on all sides by six rows of tall fescue (Festuca arundinacea 
Schreb.). The following steps were taken to minimize interplot spore 
movement. Plots were spaced 19 m apart and the intervening space was 
planted to forage sorghum (Sorghum vulgare Pers.). The forage sorghum 
was much taller than the orchardgrass during the period of rust build­
up. Also, plots were arranged in a single row oriented in an east-west 
direction in two replications and in a northwest-southeast direction 
in the other replication. The prevailing wind is from the south-southwest. 
On June 26, 1972, four rust-infected Sterling orchardgrass plants 
were transplanted into each plot to serve as a auuicc of Thccc 
"spreader" plants were selected from a space-planted rust reaction 
test on the basis of uniformity of rust infection. Spreader plants 
were transplanted 2.5 m in from each of the four corners of each plot. 
Spore trapping was accomplished by means of battery-operated 
Rotorod samplers^. These were mounted approximately 50 cm above the 
^Spore trapping techniques, methodsj and instrumentation were similar 
to those used by B. M. Cournoyer in her M.S. and Ph.D. studies. 
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ground by means of conventional utility clamps on 1,25 m iron supporting 
rods. Spores became impacted on the leading surfaces of U-shaped 
collector rods which were coated properly with thinned rubber cement. 
The collector rod surfaces, rotated by a miniature electric motor at 
a nominal speed of about 2400 rpm, have a nominal air-sampling rate 
of 120 liters/minute. Individual rpm calibration of each Rotorod 
sampler permitted a rather precise estimate of spore concentrations 
per unit volume of air. The calculations were made according to formu­
lated confidence levels and intervals for particle counts in a Poisson 
distribution. All spores on the rod were counted if they numbered 
fewer than 10 per microscope field. A minimal count of 270 particles 
guarantees a final estimate to be within 10% accuracy 90% of the time. 
The air sampling rate (ASR) for a given sampler was found by multiplying 
the ASR by the total elapsed sampling time, 120 minutes. Subsequently, 
an esrimare of the total number of spores impacted on a rod was found 
by multiplying the actual spore count (270 or more) by the surface 
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collecting area of the rod (1.908 cm ) and then dividing by the micro­
scope field area observed to obtain the minimal count. The spore con­
centration per liter of air was obtained by dividing the number of 
spores collected by volume of air sampled. 
The samplers were placed on the dotmwind periphery cf each plot. 
Spore collections were mada from 12:00-2:00 PM, CST on seven days 
during the period of August 6 to August 17, 1972. The plots were then 
clipped to a stubble height of 13.0 cm and were not sampled for spore 
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release until September 5, 1972, From then until October 13, 1972, 
twelve additional spore collections were made. 
The actual counting of spores was done by examining the collector 
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rods under llOx magnification with a Leitz LaborLux microscope equipped 
with an Ultropak incident light attachment. 
In 1973, spore trapping was conducted on the same plots established 
in 1972. To reduce interplot spore movement forage sorghum was again 
planted between plots. 
On June 26, 1973, four rust-infected Sterling oieliardgrass plants 
were transplanted into each plot in the same manner as in 1972 to 
serve as inoculum sources. The plants had been inoculated on June 
19, 1973 in the greenhouse with rust spores suspended in oil. The 
plants were placed in a dew deposition chamber for 16 hours and then 
moved to the greenhouse until transplanting. 
Tn TQ73. sporèâ were trapped and their numbers estimated according 
to the method outlined previously. Spore collections were made on 
15 days during the period July 18 to August 23, 1973. Nine spore 
collections were made during the period September 21 to October 25, 1973. 
In order to measure the development of the pathogen in each of 
the populations, a cumulative disease progress curve was caiculacsd. 
These curves were found by accumulating the mean spore counts from 
three successive collection dates on which spores were trapped. The 
degrees of freedom for host populations were subdivided to test for 
Leitz, inc., 468 Park Avexiue South, New York, H.Y., 10016 
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Evaluation of Rust Resistance of 
Original and Selected Materials 
Entry and group means for rust and spring vigor ratings in the 
1972-73 space-planted experiment are presented in Table 1, and cor­
responding analyses of variance are given in Table 2. The results 
indicate that substantial progress was made by selection for rust re­
sistance. Entry rankings and analyses of variance were similar for 
July and October rust ratings; therefore, the following interpretation 
applies to both ratings. All selected materials, except one third-
cycle selection, were more rust resistant than Sterling, the cultivar 
from which they were derived. Comparisons among Cl-P, C2-P, and the 
topcross progenies as a group indicate that rust resistance was improved 
by each cycle of phenotypic selection. Cl-G and C2-P were similar in 
rust reaction and more resistant than Cl-P. The average rust reaction 
of Cl-G and C2-P did not change with generation advancement. There 
was considerable variation among third-cycle selections and their top-
cross progenies in rust reaction; however, the topcross progenies were 
more resistant as a group than any synthetic. 
The seven clonal lines included for estimating within-plot 
environmental variation varied widely in rust reaction. The parents 
of Sterling were the most susceptible and third-cycle selection 112-4 
was the most resistant. Clones 123 and 160 were more susceptible than 
the other parental clones of Sterling. 
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Table 1. Mean rust and spring vigor ratings of material derived 
from Sterling by selection for rust resistance compared 
with Sterling and its parental clones in a space-planted test. 
Spring 
vigor 
Rust ratings rating, Rust ratings 
1972 1973 , 1972 1973 
Material July October April July October August 
Third-cycle Topcross progenies Parent clones 
selections 
103-7 6.7 4.8 7,0 8.5 7.0 5.0 
107-3 4.8 3.3 6.8 1.6 1.4 2.6 
112-3 4.6 2.7 7.8 2.2 1.0 1.8 
112-4 4.5 2.8 5.7 1.5 1.3 1.2 
112-5 6.0 4,4 8.0 5.2 4.2 3.2 
117-4 5.3 3.3 7.2 5.1 2.4 1.6 
138-9 4.0 2.5 7.2 2.6 .6 1.2 
139-3 4.1 2.6 6.6 1.5 1.2 1.6 
230-2 4.4 2.8 7.3 2.2 .6 1.6 
230-5 4.3 2.8 6.7 2.4 .6 1.0 
242-3 4.2 2.9 7.5 1.4 .8 1.4 
244-4 4.8 3.2 7.0 3.3 .8 1.8 
240-10 6.4 4.6 6.8 6.1 4.4 2.3 
311-2 5.6 4.0 7.2 5.6 3,9 2.4 
318-8 4.2 2.8 7.0 .6 .8 1.2 
335-3 2.9 1.8 6.4 1.7 .8 1.2 
347-8 5.9 4.2 7.0 6.0 2.7 2.5 
410-2 4.6 3.3 6.8 1.0 1.4 1.2 
412-7 5.5 4.0 6.8 5.3 2.7 2.0 
417-3 5.3 3.9 7.7 4.4 3.2 1.8 
418-6 4.9 3.4 6.5 4.9 3.5 1.9 
437-8 4.6 2.9 7.3 .8 .8 1.9 
444-6 5. J 3.S 7.7 4.7 2.0 2.0 
445-4 5.4 3.4 6.8 5.9 3.3 2.0 
446-3 5.4 3.9 7.5 5.9 3.5 2.1 
^Rated from 0.0 least to 9.0 most rust. 
b 
Rated from 1.0 to 9.0: 1 = excellent spring vigor, 9 = dead 
plant. 
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Material July October April» July October August 
446-5 5.4 3.9 6.6 5.5 2.7 1.2 
447-9 4.2 2.6 6.5 1.7 .6 1.1 
504-1 5.3 3.9 7.4 5.4 3.7 2.6 
514-3 5.0 3.6 6.4 4.6 2.5 2.2 
516-7 6.3 4.0 6.7 6.3 4.0 3.5 
517-6 3.6 2.2 6.0 1.1 1.1 1.7 
519-6 4.0 2.8 6.2 1.6 1.0 1.6 
519-7 4.7 3.4 7.4 4.4 2.6 1.7 
531-1 6.0 4.4 7.1 6.1 3.7 3.7 
531-6 6.0 4.2 7.2 (i.U 3.4 3.3 
531-7 4.3 2.8 7.5 1.7 .8 1.7 
531-9 6.0 4.1 6.9 6.2 4.1 2.9 
536-5 5.1 3.2 6.9 4.7 1.1 1.5 
542-9 5.7 4.2 6.4 5.5 3.7 2.1 
Average 5.0 3.4 7.0 3.9 2.3 2.0 
Synthetics Seed lots 
C2-P, Syn 1 5.5 3. y 7,4 
C2-P, Syn 2 5.6 4.0 7.1 
Cl-G, Syn 1 5.8 3.9 7.3 
Cl-G, Syn 2 5.8 4.1 7.4 
Cl-P, Syn 1 6.2 4.3 7.0 
Sterling 7.4 5.4 7.6 
Average 6.0 4.2 7.3 
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Table 1 (continued) 
Rust ratings^ 
1972 1973 
July October August 
C2-P cold tolerant 
selections 5.0 4.0 7.3 
Parental clones 
of Sterling Clones 
64 7.1 4.9 5.3 
120 7.0 4.8 7.5 
121 7.0 4.8 7.5 
123 8.3 6.0 8.0 
160 8.1 6.0 7.5 
Average 7.8 6.0 7.4 
Selected clones 
112-4 2.1 1.4 4.8 
230-2 5.9 3,5 5.0 
Average 4.0 2.4 4.9 
LSD (.05) 0.7 G. 6 
CV % 10.3 12.9 10.7 
Spring 
a vigor 
Rust ratings rating, 
1972 1973% 
Material July October April 
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Table 2. Analyses of variance of plot means for rust and spring 




Rust Rating Vigor 
Source of variation July October Rating 
Replications 4 2.08** 2.66** 3.85** 
Entries 58 7.27** 4.51** 2.39** 
Seed lot entries vs clones 1 63.43** 30.99** 3.52* 
Among seed lot entries 51 4.09** 2.90** 1.19** 
Topcross progenies vs others 1 47.45** 33.07** 5.92** 
Among progenies 38 3.59** 2.53** 1.36** 
Among others 12 
Synthetics vs cold 
tolerant selections 1 1.48* 0.21 0.01 
Sterling vs Cl-P + C2-P 
+ Cl-G 1 21.82** 16.24** 1.31 
Cl-P vs C2-P + Cl-G 1 2.98** 0.99* 0.86 
C2-P vs Cl-G 1 0.51 0.25 0.03 
C2-P, Syn 1 vs Syn 2 1 0.02 0.45 0.56 
Cl-G, Syn 1 vs Syn 2 1 0.02 0.23 0.07 
Sterling entries 1 0.01 0.01 0.04 
Cl-P entries 1 0.04 0.01 0.01 
C2-P, Syn 1 entries 1 0.02 0.01 0.06 
n — ,— J - ^  
J oyu 6 c i ic i . juco n 2^ 0; 00 0- C"i 
Cl-G, Syn 1 entries 1 0.04 0.08 0.20 
Cl-Gs Syn 2 entries 1 0.01 0.06 0.22 
Among clones 6 24.88** 13.80** 12.40** 
Sterling clones vs others 1 103.74** 65.32** 45.18** 
Among Sterling clones 4 2.31** 1.71** 7.30** 
Clone 230-2 vs 112-4 1 36.29** 10,61** 0.03 
Residual 232 0.31 0.23 0.56 
*, **Signlfleant at the 5 and 1% probability levels, respectively. 
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Rust ratings taken on different dates were highly correlated 
for both the parent clones and entries derived from seed (Tables 3 
and 4)• Correlation coefficients between rust ratings In July and 
October 1972 ranged from 0.89 to 0.99. Additionally, the rust rating 
on the parent clones in August 1973 was highly correlated with 1972 
rust ratings (r = 0.71 and 0.81). High parent-progeny correlations 
were obtained for rust reaction; the r-values were 0.89 and 0.87 for 
the July and October ratings, respectively (Table 3). 
Generally, the effects of rust in 1972 had little effect on spring 
vigor in 1973. It must be kept in mind that observed differences in 
spring vigor are confounded with effects of rust. The range in spring 
vigor rating was quite small when compared to the range in rust rating 
(Table 1). There were no significant differences in spring vigor among 
entries of Sterling and synthetics derived from it by selection for 
rtisi- resistance. In contrast, tcpcrcss progenies of third-cycle 
selections were significantly more vigorous as a group than the synthet­
ics as a group. Selection for winterhardiness may have been a factor 
in that difference. There were significant differences among the 
topcross progenies which ranged from 5.7 to 8.0 in mean spring vigor 
rating. 
Correlation coefficients between rust and spring vigor ratings 
are presented in Tables 3 and 4. When all entries were included in 
the calculations, there were significant positive correlations between 
rust reaction in 1972 and spring vigor in 1973 (Table 4). The corre­
lations for the three groups of entries varied considerably. Those 
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Table 3. Simple correlation coefficients among rust and spring vigor 
ratings of 39 third-cycle selections and their topcross 
progenies evaluated under space-planted conditions. 
Topcross progenies Parent clone 













July 1972 0.89** 0.87** 0.17 
Oct. 1972 0.86** 0.87** 0.11 0.89** 
Aug. 1973 0.77** 0.74** 0.20 0.71** 0.81** 
**Significant at the 1% probability level. 
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Table 4. Simple correlation coefficients among rust and spring vigor 
ratings of entries evaluated under space-planted conditions, 
1972-73. 
Rust rating 
July 1972 October 1972 
Rust rating, if 0.98** 
October 1972 2 0.96** 
3^ 0.97** 
4 0.99** 
Spring vigor 1 0.44** 0.47** 
rating, 2 0.25 0.27 
April 1973 3 0.46 0.46 
4 0.81* 0.77* 
a = Correlation for all entries included in the experiment. 
b = Correlation for all topcross progenies. 
c = Correlation for Sterling, Cl-P; C2-P, Syn 1 and 2; 
Cl-G, Syn 1 and 2; and C2-P, C T. 
d = Correlation for aix seven clones inuluJcd in the wipcrlser-t: 
*, **Signifleant at the 5 and IZ probability levels, respectively. 
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for the 39 topcross progenies were low and not significant, whereas 
those for the seven clonal lines were relatively high and significant 
at the 5% probability level. The rust reaction of parent clones was 
not significantly correlated with the spring vigor of their topcross 
progenies in April 1973. 
Trends in variation for rust reaction as affected by selection 
procedure and generation advancement were studied by making comparisons 
among within-plot variances of the different materials (Table 5). 
It was assumed that variation existing within plots of the seven check 
clones consisted entirely of environmental variation. It also was 
assumed that variation within plots of other entries consisted of 
plant-to-plant genetic variation plus environmental variation equal to 
that within plots of the check clones. There was variation among check 
clones in environmental variance; the two more resistant clones had 
the largest variances. Despite the inconsistent variances among check 
clones it was felt that the pooled mean square for the seven clones 
was a good estimate of environmental variance. 
There was significant genetic variation for rust reaction at 
both dates in all groups of materials derived from seed when their 
within-plot mean squares were tested against the pooled mean square 
for check clones. It was assumed that rust reaction for all populations 
followed a chi-square distribution; and, therefore, a two-tailed F-
test was used to verify differences in genetic variation. When compared 
with Sterling, within-plot variance increased after one cycle of 
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Table 5. Within-plot variation for rust reaction of the different 
materials in the 1972-73 space-planted test. 
Mean squares for rust rating^ 
Source of variation df July October 
Within Sterling 89 1.09 .95 
Within Cl-P 90 1.22 1.00 
Within C2-P, Syn 1 90 .62 .66 
Within C2-P, Syn 2 90 .82 .82 
Within Cl-G, Syn 1 90 .54 .33 
Within Cl-G, Syn 2 90 .98 .71 
Within topcross progenies 1753 2.63 1.85 
Among cold tolerant selections 45 1.31 1.21 
Within check clones 315 .28 ,23 
Sterling clones 
64 45 .13 .18 
120 45 .31 .31 
121 45 .06 .10 
123 45 .06 .10 
160 45 .14 .08 
Selected clones 
230-2 45 .78 .37 
112-4 45 .48 .50 
"All mean squares for entries derived rrom aecù were significant 
at the 1% probability level when tested against mean squares for 
check clones. 
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phenotyplc selection but decreased after two cycles of phenotyplc 
selection or one cycle of selection based on both phenotyplc and poly-
cross progeny performance. The Syn 1 of Cl-G had the smallest within-
plot variance of any synthetic. Withln-plot variances increased with 
generation advancement of both Cl-G and C2-P, 
Effectiveness of Greenhouse Selection for Rust Resistance 
Preliminary experiment 
Effects of growth stage and environmental conditions on rust 
reaction in growth chambers are presented in Tables 6 and 7. The 
three interactions involving replications near the bottom of Table 7 
were removed from the overall residual sum of squares to give the 
error term used for tests of significance. Tests of significance for 
temperatures and lights within temperature were not performed because 
temperature treatments were not replicated. 
Rust reaction was not affected by plant age. within the range 
tested, when averaged over all age groups, entries were slonificantly 
different in rust reaction. Sterling was rated the most susceptible, 
while the progeny of clone 517-6 showed the highest level of re­
sistance. The relative rust reaction of the three entries was similar 
to that found in the 1972-1973 field test. 
Greenhouse selection and field evaluation 
Entry means for rust reaction and fall vigor of plants evaluated 
under space-planted field conditions in 1973 are presented in Table 8, 
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Table 6. Mean rust rating over temperatures and light treatments 
of young plants of three orchardgrass strains grown In 
controlled environments. 
Days after planting _ 
Material 33 44 54 X 
Sterling 2.2* 2.3 2.2 2.2 
Cycle 2-P 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.4 
517-6 0.7 0.5 0.6 0.6 
LSD (.05) 0.5 
^Rated from 0.0 least to 3.0 most rust present. 
Table 7. Analysis of variance of pot means for rust ratings on 
young plants of three orchardgrass strains grown in 
controlled environments. 
Temj-erature (T) 2 0.22 
Lights/T 3 0.10 
Reps/lights/T 6 0.22 
Entries (E) 2 14.06** 
Ages (A) 2 0.17 
E X A 4 0.19 
E X T 4 0.01 
A X T 4 0.20 
E X A X T 8 0.15 
Reps X E/lights/T 12 0.10 
Reps X A/lights/T 12 0.05 
Reps X E X A/lights/T 24 0.11 
Error 24 0.07 
**Slgnificant at the 1% level of probability. 
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Table 8. Mean rust and fall vigor ratings of material selected and 
unselected for rust resistance in the greenhouse, 20 poly-
cross progenies and four clones in 1973 space-planted test. 
Rust ratinft^ Fall vigor 
Material July 16 Aug. 17 Oct. 20 
Strains selected and^ 













C2-P (U) 4.2 5.1 2.6 
517-6 (S) 2.1 2.0 2.0 
517-6 (U) 2.8 3.3 2.5 
Average 4.4 5.0 3.4 
Polycross progenies 
S3502-4 1.5 2.6 2.4 
S903-1 3.9 4.3 3.2 
8903-2 1.8 3.6 3.0 
S903-5 4.6 5.4 3.4 
S903-6 2.6 4.0 2.6 
S4205-4 3.8 5.0 3.4 
S4205-5 3.4 4.8 2.8 
NB-115 2.5 3.7 2.8 
NB-116 3.0 4.4 3.2 
32=117 2.1 3.7 3.2 
NB-119 1./ 3.5 \J 
NB-122 4.7 5.1 3.3 
NB-123 3.8 4.6 3.0 
NB-124 2.6 4.1 3.1 
NB-125 2.5 4.3 2.9 
NB-128 1.9 3.4 2.3 
NB-131 1.9 3.1 2.8 
NB-132 1.8 2.8 2.8 
NB-133 3.2 4.1 3.0 
NB-134 4.0 4.8 3.0 
Average 2.9 4.1 3.0 
^Rafced from 0.0 least to 9. 0 most rust. 
^Rated from 1.0 good to Ô.0 poor fall vigor. 
and U = selected and unselected for rust resistance 
in the greenhouse, respectively. 
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Table 8 (continued) 
Rust rating Fall vigor rating 
Material July 16 Aug. 17 Oct. 20 
Clones 
C-1 6.4 7.6 5.0 
C-3 5.1 5.6 2.8 
B-5 2.4 2.7 2.6 
121 6.1 6.8 5.9 
Average 5.0 5.7 4.0 
LSD (.05) 0.8 0.7 0.3 
CV % 17.8 11.9 13.2 
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Table 9. Analyses of variance of plot means for rust and fall vigor 




Source df July August October 
Reps 3 1.11* 5.55** 1.08** 
Entries 29 8.71** 7.73** 2.43** 
Seed entries vs clones 1 47.38** 43.36** 16.39** 
Among seed entries 25 
Entries selected and unsel. 
in greenhouse vs poly. prog. 1 23.47** 2.65** 0.13 
Among entries selected 
and unsel. in greenhouse 5 12.26** 13.12** 2.95** 
Sterling vs. C2-P + 517-6 52.29** 45.14** 13.76** 
C2-P vs 517-6 4.10** 12.51** 0.28 
Selected vs unselected 
Sterling 0.11 0.06 0.04 
Selected vs unselected 
C2-P 3.99** 3.92** 0.12 
Selected vs unselected 
517-6 0.81 3.99** 0.55 
Auiong pclycrocc prcgerios Î.9 4,30"" 0.79** 1 ; 23** 
Among clones 3 
Diploid vs tetraploid 1 6.90** 18.25** 17.64** 
Among diploid 2 34.89** 40.99** 7.32** 
Residual 0.36 0.27 0.17 
*, **Significant at the 5 and iz probabiiiLy levels, respectively. 
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and corresponding analyses of variance are shown in Table 9, Results 
of screening for rust resistance in the greenhouse were encouraging. 
Greenhouse selected entries of C2-P and the progeny of clone 517-6 
were significantly more rust resistant than corresponding unselected 
entries. Although the selected entry of Sterling had lower average 
rust ratings than the unselected entry, the differences were not 
significant. The selected and unselected entries of each strain were 
not significantly different in fall vigor. 
The rust reactions of Sterling, C2-P, and the progeny of 517-6 
support the findings from the 1972 test and demonstrate that progress 
has been accomplished through recurrent selection for rust resistance. 
C2-P and the progeny of 517-6 averaged significantly more resistant 
than Sterling, and the topcross progeny of third-cycle selection 517-6 
was more resistant than C2-P. C2-P and the progeny of 517-6 also 
showed more fall vigor than Sterling. The fall vigor of Sterling was 
reduced by the severe build-up of rust. 
As a group, the clones were significantly more rust susceptible 
and less vigorous in the fall than entries from seed. The tetraploid 
clone 121 was more rust susceptible and poorer in fall vigor than the 
diploid clones a.B a group. Another eosparleon shows that the mean 
rust rating of all polycross progenies was significantly lower than 
the mean of all other seed entries. Significant differences in rust 
reaction and fall vigor also were found among the polycross progenies 
and among the diploid clones. 
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Table 10. Frequency distribution of plants of each entry for July 
rust rating In 1973 space-planted test. 
Number of plants per class range; 
0- 1.5- 3.0- 4,5- 6.0- 7.5-
Material 1.0 2.3 4.0 5.5 7.0 8.5 
Strains S and 
U in greenhouse^ 
Sterling (S) 3 12 21 4 
Sterling (U) 1 9 21 9 
C2-P (S) 9 8 16 7 
C2-P (U) 1 5 12 20 2 
517-6 (S) 12 17 9 2 
517-6 (U) 8 16 6 8 2 
Polycross progenies 
S3502-4 24 8 5 1 2 
S903-1 6 3 13 12 4 2 
S903-2 16 15 6 3 
S903-5 3 4 5 13 15 
S903-6 12 10 10 6 2 
S4205-4 7 6 11 8 5 3 
S4205-5 8 8 7 14 3 
NB-115 15 11 6 4 3 1 
NB-116 9 9 12 6 4 
NB-117 21 6 6 4 1 2 
NB-119 17 16 5 2 
NiJ-122 < 0 1 1 7 16 o C. 
NB-123 6 7 9 13 4 1 
NB-124 11 14 6 8 1 
NB-125 12 14 7 5 2 
BB-128 19 10 5 5 1 
NB-131 25 5 2 5 2 1 
NB-132 20 13 4 2 1 
NB-133 9 9 7 11 4 
NB-134 5 7 7 11 7 3 
Clones 
C-1 7 24 9 
C-3 5 31 4 
B-5 33 7 
121 12 25 3 
S and U = selected and unselected for rust resistance in the 
greenhouse, respectively. 
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Table 11. Frequency distribution of plants of each entry for August 
rust rating in 1973 space-planted test. 
Number of plants per class range; 
0- 1.5- 3.0- 4.5- 6,0- 7,5-
Material 1.0 2.5 4.0 5.5 7.0 8,5 9.0 
Strains S and ^ 
U in greenhouse 
Sterling (S) 1 5 28 6 
Sterling (U) 7 26 6 1 
C2-P (S) 9 6 4 19 2 
C2-P (U) 1 1 5 24 9 
517-6 (S) 18 11 4 7 
517-6 (U) 8 9 8 10 5 
S3502-4 15 6 9 8 2 
5903-1 6 5 3 16 1 
S903-2 1 9 17 11 2 
S903-5 2 1 7 8 20 2 
S903-6 5 4 8 19 5 
S4205-4 2 1 5 19 13 
S4205-5 2 1 8 17 10 2 
NB-115 4 12 6 12 5 1 
NB-116 6 5 4 15 8 2 
NB-117 8 6 11 6 8 
NB-119 4 5 19 9 3 
y.s-122 3 2 18 15 
NB-123 6 6 17 11 
NB-124 5 6 9 9 11 
NB-125 3 3 11 16 7 
NB-128 8 10 9 10 2 1 
NB-131 13 8 5 7 Ô 1 
NB-132 9 12 10 8 1 
NB-133 6 4 8 12 9 1 
NB-134 2 4 8 11 14 
Clones 
C-1 5 35 
C-3 2 25 12 1 
B-5 22 17 1 
121 h 34 
S and U = selected and unselected for rust resistance in the 
greenhouse, respectively. 
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Table 12. Frequency distribution of plants of each entry for 
October fall vigor rating in 1973 space-planted test. 
Number of plants per rating class 
Material 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 
Strains S and 
U in greenhouse^ 
Sterling (S) 4 7 19 10 
Sterling (U) 4 6 18 9 3 
C2-P (S) 10 14 10 4 2 
C2-P (U) 5 14 15 4 2 
517-6 (S) 12 20 7 1 
517-6 (U) 5 14 18 3 
Polycross progenies 
S3502-4 7 16 12 5 
S903-1 2 6 16 15 1 
S903-2 13 17 6 3 1 
S903-5 2 9 8 12 9 
S903-6 7 15 1 5 3 
54205-4 1 5 14 17 3 
S4205-5 2 17 11 7 2 1 
NB-115 3 13 15 7 2 
NB-116 2 8 15 10 4 1 
NB-117 4 11 10 5 7 3 
NB-119 2 13 12 11 2 
NB-122 1 7 18 9 4 1 
NK-173 12 18 A 2 
NB-124 3 7 17 9 4 
NB-125 4 7 18 10 1 
NB-128 9 14 14 1 2 
NB-131 5 12 14 6 1 2 
NB-132 3 10 20 5 2 
NB-133 6 8 10 11 5 
NB-134 5 6 16 10 3 
Clones 
C-l 6 26 8 
C-3 2 16 16 6 
B-5 2 19 15 3 1 
121 6 34 
a 
S and U = selected and unselected for rust resistance in ths 
greenhouse, respectively. 
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Frequency distributions of plants of each entry In seven rust 
reaction classes are presented in Table 10 and 11. Greenhouse selection 
for rust resistance in C2-P and 517-6 tended to reduce the range of 
variation for rust reaction, whereas the distributions for Sterling 
were unaffected by the screening process. The distributions indicate 
that polycross progenies had a wider range of rust reaction than the 
six entries of Sterling and materials derived from it. Furthermore, 
even plants of polycross progenies with a low mean rating were dis­
tributed In five or six adjacent classes. As expected, frequency 
distributions for plants of clonal entries were narrow with the plants 
usually in two or three adjacent classes. 
Differences among frequency distributions for fall vigor scores 
were somewhat associated with those for rust reaction (Table 12). How­
ever, the differences between the distributions of polycross progenies 
the s-îy pnrries of Sterling material were not as prominent as for 
rust ratings. The distributions for fall vigor show that greenhouse 
selection for rust resistance within C2-P and the progeny of 517-6 
caused a shift toward increased fall vigor. Since vegetative progagules 
of a clone are assumed to be genetically Identical, the fall vigor 
distributions for clonal entries should be narrower than for entries 
from seed. However, clones C-3 and B-5 showed as much variability as 
some seed entries Indicating the importance of environmental variation 
for fall vigor. 
Rust ratings in July and August were highly correlated over all 
entries (Table 13). Additionally, fall vigor was significantly and 
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Table 13. Simple correlation coefficients among rust and fall vigor 
ratings of 30 entries in a 1973 space-planted test. 
r-value 
July rust rating vs. August rust rating 0.94** 
July rust rating vs. October fall vigor 0.75** 
August rust rating vs. October fall vigor 0.81** 
**Significant at the 1% level of probability. 
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positively associated with both rust ratings. These correlations 
indicated that the more rust resistant entries also exhibited good 
fall vigor. 
Effects of Rust on Forage Yield and Quality 
Entry means and corresponding analyses of variance for dry 
matter percentage, dry matter yield, and in vitro dry matter digest­
ibility (IVDMD) of Sterling, C2-P and three mixtures of the two strains 
at the first and second harvests from a forage yield test are presented 
in Tables 14 and 15. Since the fungicide was not applied until after 
the second harvest, subplots were considered sub-samples of each plot 
in analyses of first- and second-harvest data. Therefore, a variance 
for sampling error was calculated and is shown in Table 15. Means for 
C2-P, Sterling, and their mixtures were similar at the first two harvests. 
Consequently, it was not surprising that differences among entry 
means were nuuBlgulZicant for cach of the three rrairm. From visual 
inspection of the plots before the first and second harvests, it 
appeared that leaf diseases did not affect either harvest appreciably. 
The effects of rust on yield and quality of third-cutting forage 
were striking (Tables 16 through 19). Protection against rust and 
other leaf diseases by application of a fungicide significantly 
increased dry matter yield, IVDMD, yield of digestible dry matter 
(DDM)5 crude protein yield, and water soluble carbohydrate (WSC) per­
centage; and it significantly decreased dry matter and crude protein 
percentages. Differences between protected and unprotected forage 
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Table 14. Dry matter percentage (DMP), dry matter yield (DMÏ), and 
in vitro dry matter digestibility (IVDMD) of Sterling 
C2-P and three mixtures of the two strains at the first 
and second harvests from a forage yield test in 1973. 
Entry 
DMP DMÏ, MT/ha IVDMD (%) 
June 1 July 13 June 1 July 13 June 1 July 13 
100% Cycle 2-P 22.52 32,31 5.00 3.49 65.88 66.43 
80:20%* 22.30 32.64 4.71 3.52 65.92 65.91 
40:60% 22.51 32.17 4.43 3.52 66.56 66.91 
20:80% 22.68 32.14 4.39 3.57 66.55 66.34 
100% Sterling 22.88 32.70 4.56 3.51 65.81 66.15 
^Indicates proportion of Cycle 2-P and Sterling, respectively, 
in each entry. 
Table 15. Analyses of variance of data from the first and second 
harvests from a forage yield test in 1973. 
Mean squares 
DMP DMÏ IVDMD 
Source uf f 1 uuue J. July 13 June 1 July 13 June 1 •Tilly 13 
Rep 4 1.1612 6.0732 .4760 .0264 20.3282** 0,7214 
Entries 4 0.4615 0.7508 .6082 .0151 1.4318 1.3916 
Error 16 0.6402 2.8912 .2380 .0793 2.1722 1.2619 
Sampling error 25 0.3911 0.5926 ,0793 .0264 1.0283 0.9454 
C.V. % 3.55 5.24 10.42 8.25 2.22 1.68 
K^bignificant at 17Ô level of probability. 
Table 16. Dry matter percentage (DMF), dry matter yield (DMY)., in vitro dry matter 
digestibility (IViOMD), and yield of digestible dry matter (DDM) at the third 
harvest (Sept. 13) of Sterling, C2-P, and three mixtures of the two strains 
protected (P) and unprotected (UP) against rust and other leaf diseases. 
DMP DMY (MT/ha) IVDMD (%) DDM yield (MT/ha) 
Entry P UP P UP P UP P UP 
100% Cycle 2-P 24.24 27.66 4.62 4.07 63.12 58.r - 2.92 2.39 
80:20%b 23.81 28.38 4.64 3.84 62.74 58.03 2.91 2.23 
40:60% 24.24 30.00 4.76 3.71 61.94 56.40 2.94 2.09 
20:80% 23.88 32.80 4.76 3.50 61.99 53.12 2.95 1.86 
100% Sterling 23.72 34.86 4.89 3.31 62.41 50.21 3.05 1.66 
Mean 23.98 30.74 4.73 3.69 62.45 55.31 2.95 2.05 
LSD 5% (!)& 0.38 0.11 0.42 0.07 
(2) 0.86 0.24 0.95 0.15 
(3) 0.97 0.28 1.21 0.17 
^SD, 5%, for: (1) protected vs. unprotected over entries, (2) between protected 
and unprotected within same entry, (3) between any two subplot means. 
^Indicates proportion of Cycle 2-P and Sterling, respectively, 
in each entry. 
Table 17. Analyses of variance of data from the third harvest of a forage yield test in 1973. 
Mean squares 
Source <lf DMP DMY IVDMD DDM yield 
Raps 4 0.4367 0.0312 0.5924 0.0136 
Entries (E) 4 20.8494** 0.0965 38.7969** 0.1507** 
Error (a) 16 0.6405 0.0468 1.1327 0.0194 
P vs. UP 1 571.4228** 13.6760** 633.7512** 10.2967** 
E X P vs. UP 4 25.5119** 0.3874** 27.7136** 0.2852** 
Error (b) 20 0.4237 0.0346 0.5153 0.0134 
**Significant at 1% level of probability. 
Table 18. Crude protein (CP) percemzage, crude protein yield (CPY), and water soluble 
carbohydrate (WSC) percentage at the third harvest and dry matter yield (DMY) 
over three harvests, of Sterling, C2-P, and three mixtures of the two strains 
protected (P) and unprotected (UP) against rust and other leaf diseases. 
CP % CPY (MT/ha) WSC % Total DMY (MT/ha) 
P UP P UP p UP P UP 
100% Cycle 2-P 15.13 16,07 .70 .65 6.01 4.85 13.05 12.60 
80:20%° 15.33 16.28 .71 .63 5.92 4.80 12.83 12.11 
40:60% 15.41 16.43 .73 .61 6.09 4.29 12.88 11.48 
20:80% 15.39 16.58 .73 .58 5.96 4.18 12.80 11.42 
100% Sterling 15.22 16.85 .74 .56 6.14 4.07 12.97 11.38 
Mean 15.29 16.44 .72 .61 6.02 4.44 12.91 11.80 
LSD 5% (1) .11 .02 .10 .05 
(2) .25 .11 .21 .17 
(3) .29 .15 .23 .26 
^LSD, 5%b fcir: (1) protected vs. unprotected over entries, (2) between protected 
and unprotected within same entry, (3) between any two subplot means. 
^Indicates proportion of Cycl<î 2-P and Sterling, respectively, in each entry. 
Table 19. Analyse» of variance of dcii:a from the third harvest of a forage yield test in 
1973 ami for dry matter yi.eld over three harvests. 
Mean squares 
Third harvest Total dry 
Source df C] ' % CPY wsc % matter yield 
Rep 4 0.2 204* .0019 0.0325 0.1925 
Entries (E) 4 0.3174** .0011 0.2269** 0.3147 
Error (a) 16 0.0500 .0012 0.0347 0.1428 
P vs. Ul? 1 16.5 773** .1751** 31.0630** 5.1191** 
E X P vs. UP 4 0.1964** .0076** 0.4538** 0.1941** 
Error (b) 20 0.0348 .0009 0.0261 0.0267 
**Signiflcant at the 5 and 1% levels of probability, respectively. 
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of the same entry were significant in all except two instances, but 
the magnitude of the difference was less at the higher levels of rust 
resistance. This differential response to the fungicide treatment 
resulted in a significant interaction between entries and protection 
versus no protection against rust for all traits. 
For all traits, no significant differences were found among 
entries treated with the fungicide. In contrast, differences among 
unprotected entries were significant for all traits except crude protein 
yield. When the entries were affected by rust; dry matter yield, IVDMD, 
yield of DDM, yield of crude protein, and water soluble carbohydrate 
percentage increased as the degree of resistance increased. At the 
third harvest, the more resistant C2-P yielded 23, 44, and 16% more 
dry matter, digestible dry matter, and crude protein, respectively, 
than Sterling; and it was 8.7 and 0.8 percentage units higher in IVDMD 
and wSC. respectively. Since there Here no significant differences 
among entries in first- and second-harvest yield, total yield over 
harvests reacted the same as third-harvest yield. Cycle 2-P yielded 
10.7% more dry matter over harvests than Sterling when the third 
harvest was affected by rust. In contrast with the other traits, dry 
matter and crude protein percentages Increased as degree of rust sus­
ceptibility increased. Sterling was 7.2 and 0.8 percentage units higher 
than C2-P in dry matter and crude protein percentages, respectively, 
when entries were affected by rust, A higher proportion of dead, 
diseased leaf tissue caused the increase in dry matter percentage. 
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Data from unprotected subplots were analyzed to test for type of 
response in trait value to level of rust resistance. The analyses 
presented in Table 20 show that the responses were linear for DMY, 
crude protein percentage, and WSC percentage. Significant quadratic 
effects for dry matter percentage and IVDMD indicate that, for these 
traits, rust had less effect on mixtures of Sterling and C2-P than 
expected on the basis of the relative proportions of the two strains 
in the mixtures (Figures 1 and 2). 
Additionally for the third harvest, a randomized complete-block 
analysis was computed on ratios obtained by dividing the value for an 
unprotected subplot by the value for the corresponding protected sub­
plot (Table 21 and 22). A ratio greater than one indicates that rust 
increased the value for the trait under consideration, while a value of 
less than one signifies a detrimental effect. These ratios give a 
clccr picture of the imnnrtance of ru5t resistance in this sxperlment-
For example, rust reduced the yield of Sterling 32%; whereas the re­
duction for C2-P was only 12%. Likewise, rust reduced the digestibility 
of C2-P and Sterling 7 and 19%, respectively. When both yield and 
digestibility are taken into account, rust reduced yield of digestible 
dry matter of C2-P and Sterling 18 and 45%, respectively. 
Pathogen Increase in Populations with 
Different Levels of Rust Resistance 
Figures 3 to 5 show the daily estimates of urediospore concen­
trations per 100 liters of air from each replication of Sterling, C2-P, 
Table 20. Analyses; of variance of ds.f.a from the third harvest of subplots of Sterling, C2-P 
and throe mixtures of the l:wo strains unprotected against rust. 
Mean squares 
Source df DM percentage DM yield IVDMD (%) Crude protein % WSC % 
Mean 1 21260.9455** 123.0557** 68503.0630** 6390.2165** 493.8132** 
Reps 4 0.7255 0.0068 0.5555 .1049 .0098 
Res, levels 4 46.0558** 0.1620** 64.8455** .4305** .6319** 
Linear 1 171.2L42** 0.6244** 234.9286** 1.6373** 2.4502** 
Quadratic 1 10.8 388** 0.0034 21.3024** 0.0220 0,0038 
Lfick of fit 2 2.1203 0.0101 1.5736 0.0314 0.0736 
Error 16 0.8374 0.0125 1.2036 0.0435 0.0285 
**Significant at the 1% level of probability. 
Table 21. Mean ratios obtained by dividing the value for an unprotected subplot by the 
value for the corresponding subplot protected against rust during the growing 
period I'or the third harvest of a forage yield test of Sterling, C2-P, and 
















100% Cycle 2-P 1.14 .88 .93 .82 1.07 .94 .81 
80:20%* 1.19 .83 .93 .77 1.06 .88 .81 
40:60% 1.24 .78 .91 .71 1.06 .83 .71 
20:80% 1.38 .74 .86 .64 1.08 .80 .71 
100% Sterling 1.47 .68 .81 .55 1.11 .75 .66 
LSD 5% (between 
individual entries) 0. 05 0.06 0.02 0.07 0.02 0.05 0.05 
^Indicates proportion of Cycle 2-P and Sterling, respectively, in each entry. 
Table 22. Analyses of variance of maan ratios obtained from the third harvest of a 
forage yield test of Sterling, C2-P, and three of their mixtures. 
Mean squares 
Dry matter Dry matter IVDMD DDM Crude protein Crude protein WSC 
Source df percentage yield yield yield % % 
Rep 4 0.0023 0. 0038 0.0001 0.0042 0.0019 0.0008* 0. 0006 
Entries 4 0. 0940** 0. 0308** 0.0140** 0.0508** 0.0211** 0.0018** 0. 0231** 
Error 16 0.0015 0„0021 C.0003 0.0031 0.0019 0.0002 0. 0011 
**Signifdcant at the 5 and 1% probability levels, respectively. 
Figure 1. Dry matter percentage of third-harvest forage from 
Sterling, C2-P, and three mixtures of the two strains 
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Figure 2. IVDMD percentage of third-harvest forage from Sterling, 
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Figure 3. Daily estimates of stem rust urediospore concentrations 
per 100 liters of air in 1972 from C2-P, Sterling, and 
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Figure 4. Dally estimates of stem rust urediospore concentrations 
per 100 liters of air in 1972 from C2-P, Sterling, and 
three mixtures of the two strains in replication two. 
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Figure 5. Daily estimates of stem rust urediospore concentrations 
per 100 liters of air in 1972 from C2-P, Sterling, and 
three mixtures of the two strains in replication three. 
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and three mixtures of the two strains during the 1972 spore^trapping 
period. The amount of spores collected on any given day was usually 
highest from the first replication and lowest from the third replication. 
Fluctuating environmental conditions from one date to another caused 
variability In the amount of spores collected. The data indicate that 
plots of C2-P and Sterling yielded the fewest and most spores respectively. 
Daily estimates from the other three entries were negatively associated 
with level of rust resistance. 
Dally estimates of urediospore concentrations per 100 liters of 
air from each replication of each entry during the 1973 spore-trapping 
period are presented in Figures 6 to 8. Data show a ranking of entries 
similar to that in 1972 for amount of spores collected. When compared 
with 1972, fewer spores were collected early in the period and more late 
in the period. It is evident in both years that C2-P supported less 
rust and. consequently, yielded fewer spores than Sterling. Further­
more, spore counts indicated that less rust was supported in mixtures 
containing higher proportions of rust-resistant C2-P. 
Although informative, daily spore counts are not amenable to 
statistical analysis as a growth phenomenon. Therefore, in order to 
measure the progress of the pathogen in each of the entries, average 
spore counts over three successive spore-trapping days were accumulated 
and plotted against time. These disease progress curves from data 
averaged over replications are presented in Figures 9 and 10 for 1972 
and 1973, respectively. The order of pathogen yield from the entries 
Figure 6. Daily estimates of stem rust urediospore concentrations 
per 100 liters of air in 1973 from C2-P, Sterling, and 
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Figure 7. Daily estimates of stem rust urediospore concentrations 
per 100 liters of air in 1973 from C2-P, Sterling, and 
three mixtures of the two strains in replication two. 
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Figure 8. Daily estimates of stem rust urediospore concentrations 
per 100 liters of air in 1973 from C2-P, Sterling, and 
three mixtures of the two strains in replication three. 
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Figure 9. Average cumulative counts of stem rust urediospores 
per 100 liters of air from C2-P, Sterling, and three 
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Figure 10. Average cumulative counts of stem rust urediospores 
per 100 liters of air from C2-P, Sterling, and three 
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consistently was C2-P < 80:20 < 40:60 < 20:80 < Sterling although final 
cumulative spore counts differed among replications and between years. 
The 1972 disease progress curves suggest sigmoid form characteristic 
of growth of any organism in a limiting environment. Differences in 
slope of curves especially between 45 and 60 days after August 6 are 
quite evident. Spore collections during that period were high and 
I resulted in greater differentiation among entries. Unlike the 
characteristic sigmoid curves for 1972 data, the 1973 curves do not 
show any tapering-off toward the end of the spore-trapping period. 
The disease progress curves for each replication In 1972 and 
1973 are presented in Figures 13-15 and 16-18, respectively, in the 
Appendix. Since the order of pathogen yield from the five entries was 
consistent among replications, it is not surprising to find a similarity 
in curves from different replications. Again, it Is evident that slower 
pathogen grcT-rth rtrmrren toward the end of the 1972 spore-trapping 
period, while growth toward the end of the 1973 period did not slow 
down. This difference might be due to a smaller amount of host tissue 
available in 1972 and weather conditions more conducive for pathogen 
growth in the latter part of the 1973 growing season. 
In order to statistically evaluate the effects of mixtures of 
C2-P and Sterling on rust build-up, analysis of variance of final 
cumulative spore counts were performed (Table 23). The analyses in­
dicated that there were significant nonlinear trends. Figures 11 and 
12 show that the nonlinearity resulted from rust not developing In 
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Table 23. Analyses of variance of final cumulative spore counts 
from Sterling, C2-P, and three mixtures of the two strains 
unprotected against rust. 
Mean squares 
Source df 1972 1973 
Mean 1 1324.7825** 382.5224** 
Reps 2 18.0486** 1.0272** 
Levels of Resistance 4 78.9437** 32.4856** 
Linear 1 274.6064** 106.8308** 
Quadratic 1 37.0753** 18.8863** 
Lack of fit 2 4.0931 4.2252** 
Error S 3.2402 0.1084 
**Significant at the 1% level of probability. 
Figure 11. Average final cumulative counts of stem rust urediospores 
per 100 liters of air from C2-P, Sterling, and three 
mixtures of the two strains in 1972. 
Final cumulative uredlospore counts per 100 1 of air 




Figure 12. Average final cumulative counts of stem rust urediospores 
per 100 liters of air from C2-P, Sterling, and three 
mixtures of the two strains in 1973, 
Final cumulative urediospore counts per 100 1 of air 












three mixtures of C2-P and Sterling as much as expected based on the 
percentage of Sterling in the mixtures. Results of the analyses 
were similar in the two years except that the mean square for lack of 




Results obtained in the 1972 space-planted study indicated that 
phenotypic selection and a combination of phenotypic and genotypic 
selection effectively improved the rust resistance of the cultivar 
Sterling. The same level of rust resistance was achieved by two 
cycles of phenotypic selection and one cycle of selection based on both 
phenotypic reaction and polycross progeny performance. Average rust 
ratings in July were 7.4, 6.2, 5.6, and 5.8 for Sterling, Cl-P, C2-P, 
and Cl-G, respectively. The effectiveness of selection was similar 
to that reported by Jenkins et al. (1954) for corn leaf blight resistance, 
Barnes et al. (1971) for bacterial wilt resistance in alfalfa, and 
Hanson et al. (1972) for resistance to several diseases of alfalfa. 
Furthermore, results from this study support the conclusion of Carlson 
and Moll (1962) that recurrent phenotypic selection would be a logical 
way to increase the frequency of genes for rust resistance when an 
effective screening procedure is used. 
High parent-progeny correlations also supported the use of pheno­
typic selection as a breeding method for increasing rust resistance. 
The avsiage rust rating of topcross progenies was closely associated 
with parent clone rating at both rating dates (r = 0.86 and 0.89). 
Similar parent-progeny correlations were reported by Oldemeyer and 
Hanson (1955) for leaf rust rating in orchardgrass. Additionally, 
Schultz (1941) reported that rust reaction of parents clones was 
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significantly correlated with the mean of their selfed progeny. 
Considerations such as amount of record keeping, labor require­
ments, and general objectives would play a major part in determining 
which method would be best for a particular breeding program. The 
phenotypic selection method might require less record keeping and 
labor. Also, a plant breeder could complete one cycle per year with 
the use of recombination in the greenhouse. On the other hand, the 
genotypic method would require more time and labor but concurrent 
selection for other traits such as yield could be accomplished. 
Perhaps a pheno-genotypic selection program would be most practical; 
where selection is first on the basis of phenotype and then the best 
phenotypes are progeny tested. 
Regardless of which breeding method is employed an effective 
screening procedure is needed. It would cost less to screen large 
numbers of young plants for rust resistance in the greenhouse than in 
the field. Plants selected in the greenhouse could subsequently be 
evaluated further in the field for rust reaction and other traits such 
as vigor, winterhardiness, and reaction to other diseases. Results 
from this study indicated that greenhouse selection was effective in 
terms of improving field resistance. The data indicated that the 
screening procedure was more successful for identifying resistant 
plants in the strains exhibiting intermediate and high levels of rust 
resistance than in the highly susceptible Sterling. It is my opinion 
that the somewhat small population size contributed to the limited 
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success in Sterling. Comparatively, the 1962 greenhouse screening of 
12,518 Sterling plants did not increase rust resistance to a high 
level. 
Based on information gained from this and preceding studies an 
effective breeding program for rust resistance and other agronomic 
traits could involve the following procedures: 
1. Use a genetically diverse base population since this 
breeding procedure involves a form of recurrent selection. 
2. In early fall, collect rust infected plants from various 
locations for a source of inoculum. This will allow selection 
against rust races which are currently attacking orchard-
grass where a potential variety might be grown. A similar 
collection probably should be made each year rust reaction 
tests are performed. 
3. Evaluate a base population of three to five thousand 
plants. Inoculate the plants with urediospores suspended 
in oil approximately 30 days after planting. After a 16-
hour incubation period in a moist chamber, place the 
plants in the greenhouse under lights. Select for re­
sistance seven to ten days later. To insure that selected 
fcruly resistant sud net escapes a second 
inoculation and selection could be made. Number of plants to 
be saved for field evaluation would depend on frequency of 
resistant plants in the source population and availability of 
project funds and labor. A ten to fifteen percent selection 
intensity should be adequate in most cases. 
4. In early spring, transplant to the field in a space-
planted arrangement, several clonal propagules of each 
selection in a randomized block design with one plant per 
plot. Plant border rows of susceptible plants, inoculated 
with rust in the greenhouse, to minimize border effects and 
to serve as a source of initial inoculum. This spaced-
planting facilitates note taking for disease reaction, 
vigor, maturity, and other agronomic characters. 
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5. Based on field observations decide whether to intercross 
selected plants and initiate another cycle of selection 
or to evaluate selected plants for forage yield. If another 
cycle of selection is necessary bring about 10 percent of 
the plants (a minimum of 30 plants) into the greenhouse for 
intercrossing and formation of a population to start another 
cycle of selection the following season. To progeny test 
plants for forage yield, select about 80 of the 400-500 
field evaluated plants and establish clonal propagules of 
them in a polycross or topcross crossing block to produce 
seed for the progeny test. On the other hand, selected 
plants could be brought into the greenhouse and prop­
agated vegetatively to establish a clonal test for forage 
yield the following spring. 
The ultimate decision between the use of clonal or progeny 
performance in selection for forage yield should depend largely on the 
genetic gain achieved per year. Selection based on clonal performance 
would require fewer years per cycle than selection on the basis of a 
progeny test, and possibly selection intensity could be increased by 
evaluating more genotypes per cycle. Selection on the basis of a 
progeny test should theoretically identify the best genotypes rather 
than phenotypea an-i would be most advantageous for traits with low 
heritability. Equations have been developed (Dudley and Moll, 1969; 
2 
Eberhart, 1969 ) which allow the plant breeder to compare different 
selection procedures. These equations point out the following ways 
of increasing genetic gain per year in a selection program; (a) exercise 
parental control, (b) Increase the selection diffetwilial by decreasing 
the proportion saved per cycle, (genetic drift and inbreeding may be 
encountered if too few plants are selected in each cycle, therefore, it 
is important to evaluate large populations), (c) develop base 
2paper presented at the Genetics and Plant Improvement Symposium 
of the XI International Botanical Congress. 
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populations with maximum genetic variability, (d) reduce phenotypic 
variance by using improved plot techniques and the most efficient 
experimental design and by evaluating material in several environments, 
and (e) minimize the number of years per cycle of selection. As 
indicated earlier, selection among individual plants would be effective 
for rust resistance. 
It is somewhat difficult to explain the increase in genetic 
variance for rust reaction after one cycle of selection and decrease 
after the second cycle. One explanation for the increase is that 
the frequency of genes for rust resistance increased from a very low 
to an intermediate level in the first cycle. If gene action is mostly 
additive, such a change in gene frequency would result in an increase 
in genetic variance. The intense selection for rust resistance could 
possibly explain the decrease in genetic variance in Cl-G and C2-P. 
The methùJ used to test for differences in genetic variance assumed 
that environmental variance remained constant with a change in level of 
rust resistance. Results from the clonal lines indicated that environ­
mental variance increased as the level of rust resistance increased. 
These findings indicated that there was a negative association between 
environmental variance and mean; and therefore, the test for Jifferencss 
in genetic variance might have been unreliable. Comparisons among 
selected populations and Sterling probably were not affected appreciably 
because clonal lines with the larger variances had considerably lower 
rust ratings than Cl-G and C2-P, the most resistant synthetics. Also, 
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only 1.5 to 2.0 units separated the mean ratings of selected populations 
and Sterling. When both Cl-G and C2-P were advanced to the Syn 2 
generation an increase in genetic variance occurred. 
In the space-planted experiments, rust resistance was associated 
with subsequent fall vigor and vigor during the following spring. The 
correlation between rust reaction and spring vigor for all entries in 
the 1972 experiment was positive and significant. The closest associa­
tion between these traits was found for clonal entries included in the 
experiment. The correlations for the topcross progenies were low and 
not significant. Parent clone rust reaction was of little value for 
predicting progeny spring vigor. 
It was noted that rust reaction of some third-cycle selections 
differed from their respective reaction in the source nursery from 
which they were selected. A shift in the prevalence of certain rust 
races is a possible explanation for the observed change in rust reaction. 
Ill uuc fall cf 1971, crchards--ss leaves Infocron wîrh riisfc ware collected 
from various locations in Iowa and sent to the Cooperative Rust Laboratory 
at the University of Minnesota. The following isolates were identified; 
Puccinia graminis tritici races 15B-2 and 15B-6, which are known to 
attack wheat, and 2» graminis avenae race 151, which attacks oats. 
Samples sent the following year infected only Lolium perenne L.. These 
findings indicate that several races of Puccinia graminis attack orchard-
grass and thereby a shift in the race situation could bring about a 
change in clonal rust reaction. Results reported fay Graham et al. 
(1964) for two alfalfa leaf spot pathogens support the concept of 
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variation.in reaction to different pathogen races. 
The identification of several rust races on orchardgrass indicates 
that stability of reaction must be considered when breeding for re­
sistance. One way to enhance stability is by selecting at least 30 
plants for intercrossing in each cycle of selection. A large number 
of selections hopefully would contain a wider range of genes for re­
sistance than a small number of selections. If the gene for gene 
hypothesis is applicable to the host-pathogen relationship in orchard-
grass, Van der Plank (1963) maintains that an intemediaize level of 
rust resistance would have an advantage over a high level of resistance. 
The level of resistance in C2-P was Intermediate under the severe 
build-up of rust in the space-planted tests. 
The level of rust resistance achieved in C2-P was important in 
terms of disease development in large plots that simulated pasture or 
hay plantings cf orchardgrass. Disease development was quantitatively 
measured by trapping rust uredlospores released from plots of Sterling, 
C2-P, and mixtures of those two strains. Spore yields from the five 
entries indicated that each increase in the proportion of C2-P decreased 
disease development. Results from the 1972 and 1973 spore-trapping 
periods were similar and showed very different spore yields from the 
susceptible Sterling and the resistant C2-P. Similar results reported 
by Cournoyer (1970) showed that incorporation of crown rust resistant 
plants into oat populations caused a decrease in the number of spores 
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trapped. It is evident (Figures 9-12) that the mechanical mixtures of 
resistant and susceptible strains were effective in slowing down the 
progress of the pathogen. 
The analysis of variance of final cumulative spore counts showed 
a curvilinear response to level of rust resistance. The curvatures of 
these responses indicated that rust did not build-up on the mixtures 
as rapidly as expected based on the proportion of C2-P to Sterling 
seeds planted. Thus, the mixtures were effective in slowing down the 
rate of rust build-up. Unlike multilines of oats that differ only in 
rust resistance genes these mixtures are highly heterogeneous and 
heterozygous. Whereas particular proportions of rust resistance genes 
can be formulated for multilines no comparable cultlvars can be developed 
for orchardgrass. Sterling and C2-P should be similar genetically 
except for frequency of rust resistance genes if there were no cor­
related rccpcnses to selecti"" fnr niRt reBisLaUce. 
Conditions for spore liberation were generally better in 1972 than 
in 1973, and considerably greater quantities of spores were collected 
in the former year. There are several possible reasons for the 
difference between years in amount of spores collected. First, the 
amount of initial inoculum was much greater in 1972 than in 1973. 
Cournoyer (1970) reported that the severity of crown rust epiphytotics 
was controlled by varying tne amount of initial inoculum. Secondly, 
in 1973, the fast-growing, well-established orchardgrass that surrounded 
each recently transplanted spreader plant probably reduced rust 
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development and dissemination of urediospores. Lastly, environmental 
conditions in the summer of 1972 were probably more conducive to 
pathogen growth than in 1973. 
The characteristic sigmoid growth curves for the pathogen in 1972 
were probably the result of a growth process in a limiting environment, 
i.e., a limited amount of uninfected tissue in proportion to the 
frequency of susceptible plants in each entry, and fewer dews and 
lower night temperatures late in the 1972 growing season as compared 
with the 1973 season. In contrast, there was a much slower build-up 
of rust in 1973. This may explain the continued linear growth observed 
toward the end of the 1973 collection period. 
The level of rust resistance attained in C2-P also was important 
in terms of yield and quality of forage in solid stands. The effects 
of rust on yield are in agreement with the results of Schultz (1941) 
who found that forage yield of orchardgrass was negatively correlated 
with percentage rust infection in the second crop. Comparisons of 
third-harvest, dry-matter yields from plots protected and unprotected 
against rust revealed a much lower yield reduction due to rust for the 
resistant C2-P (12%) than for the highly susceptible Sterling (32%). 
Results of Arîsour et al. (1973) from t«11 fescue revealed that protection 
against crown rust infection increased total forage yield 37%. Results 
from my experiment indicated that, under conditions of severe rust, 
losses in forage yield for mixtures were reduced by increasing the level 
of rust resistance. It was anticipated that by decreasing the rate and 
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ultimate development of rust the losses would be less than expected 
based on the level of resistance in the mixture. However, there was 
no curvilinear response of yield to level of rust resistance. In 
contrast, mixtures of resistant and susceptible strains were higher in 
percentage IVDMD than expected based on level of resistance in the 
mixtures. In other experiments conducted at Iowa State it has been 
found that rust reduces IVDMD before it affects yield (I. T. Carlson, 
Iowa State University, personal communication, 1975). This may be a 
factor in the observed difference between traits in response of mixtures 
to rust. 
A probable explanation of the positive association between IVDMD 
and rust resistance involves cell solubles and cell wall components 
of the forage. Van Soest (1967) pointed out that cell solubles are 
almost totally digestible, while cell wall components are much less 
digestible. The higher Hry marrpr pp.rr.ennage in unuirûLêCuêd Sterling 
compared with C2-P indicated that rust increased the amount of dead 
leaf tissue, which probably had a low ratio of cell solubles to cell 
wall components. Correspondingly, Burton (1954) reported that the 
foliar disease anthracnose increased dry matter percentage of sudan-
grass by 15%. The higher ratio of cell solubles to cell wall components 
probably was a factor in the higher dry-matter digestibility of C2-P 
compared with Sterling. 
This is supported by water soluble carbohydrate (WSC) levels. 
Unprotected forage of C2-P contained 4.85% WSC, whereas Sterling 
contained only 4.07%. This association supports earlier work or Cart 
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(1965) who found a negative correlation (r = -0.88) between rust 
score and WSC percentage. Additionally, Caldwell (1934) 
reported that leaves of rusted wheat plants at nearly ripe growth 
stages contained lower percentages of both sucrose and reducing sugars. 
In my study, the lower WSC percentages in heavily rusted forage 
possibly could have resulted from the pathogen's feeding on photo-
synthate. Water soluble carbohydrates are products of photosynthesis 
and would be utilized in growth processes of the rust organism. 
Therefore, heavily rusted forage would contain lower amounts of WSC 
than forage with less rust. 
Results from protected plots indicated that the WSC percentage 
of Sterling was not significantly higher than that of C2-P. This 
finding did not support the association between WSC content and 
proneness to rust infection reported by Carr and Catherall (1963). 
Therefore, selection for rust resistance did not alter the WSC content 
of Sterling. 
Orchardgrass subplots unprotected against rust were higher in 
crude protein percentage than their protected counterparts. Similarly, 
Caldwell (1934) reported that combined culms and leaves of rusted 
wheat plants Kontaitied uiglier pereentagss cf total nitrogen than the 
control. Smith and Maxwell (1971) and Armour et al. (1973) also 
reported increases in nitrogen and crude protein percentages due to 
disease. In contrast, Burton (1954), Willis et al. (1969), and Brighaa 
(1959) reported that disease reduced or had little effect on total 
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nitrogen content. In my study, crude protein percentage of forage 
unprotected against rust increased with a decrease in level of rust 
resistance. In contrast, crude protein yield of unprotected plots 
was positively related to level of rust resistance. The higher dry 
matter yields from the more resistant entries more than compensated 
for their lower protein percentages to give increased crude protein 
yield. Authors of previous studies did not attempt to explain why 
heavily rusted forage contained a higher percentage of crude protein 
than nonrusted forage. Crude protein yields indicate that uptake of 
nitrogen per plot increased with an increase in rust resistance, but 
the concentration in the forage was lower suggesting a dilution effect. 
Also, perhaps the fungus per se contributed to the higher concentration 
of crude protein in rusted forage. 
These investigations indicate the advantages in yield and quality 
cf forcgz th£t CBV. be achievAn hy hreeninK for rust resistance in 
orchardgrass. More importantly,results from these and many other 
studies conducted at Iowa State suggest that the level of rust resistance 
achieved in C2-P is probably adequate under normal Iowa field conditions. 
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SUMMARY 
The main goal of this study was to evaluate the importance and 
effectiveness of breeding for rust resistance in orchardgrass. Materials 
derived from rust-susceptible Sterling by recurrent phenotypic selection 
and by selection based on both phenotypic performance and a polycross 
progeny test were evaluated. 
Similar levels of rust resistance were achieved by two cycles of 
phenotypic selection (C2-P) and one cycle of a combination of pheno­
typic and genotypic selection (Cl-G). Topcross progenies of selections 
from C2-P averaged more rust resistant than C2-P indicating additional 
progress from a third cycle of phenotypic selection. Generation advance­
ment of C2-P and Cl-G had little effect on level of rust resistance. 
Plant to plant phenotypic variance for rust reaction increased after 
one cycle of phenotypic selection but decreased after two cycles of pheno­
typic seleccioii miJ one cycle sf sslection on phanGtvPic performance 
and a polycross progeny test. The Syn 1 of Cl-G had the smallest pheno­
typic variance of any synthetic. Phenotypic variance increased with 
generation advancement of Cl-G and C2-P. Environmental plant to plant 
variance increased with increasing rust resistance of clonal lines. 
Results from a study of effects of growth stage and environmental 
conditions on rust reaction in controlled environments indicated that: 
(1) various light and temperature conditions had little effect on 
ultimate rust reactions (2) rust reaction of plants 20, 30, and 40 days 
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old when Inoculated were similar, and (3) greenhouse reaction and 
previous field reaction of three strains were closely associated. 
Greenhouse selection was effective in terms of improving field resistance 
of two of the strains. The data indicated that greenhouse screening 
was most successful for identifying resistant plants in the strains 
exhibiting intermediate and high levels of rust resistance. 
In space-planted experiments, rust resistance was associated with 
subsequent fall vigor and vigor during the following spring. The 
correlation between rust reaction and spring vigor for all entries in 
the 1972 experiment was positive and significant. The closest associa­
tion between those traits was found for clonal entries, whereas correla­
tions for topcross progenies were low and nonsignificant. 
The importance of the level of rust resistance achieved in C2-P 
was shown by its effects on disease development, forage yield, and 
quality. Diceass development ms^sured by trapping and quantita­
tively estimating the number of urediospores released from field plots. 
Spore yields from C2-P, Sterling, and mixtures of the two strains in­
dicated that each increase in the proportion of C2-P decreased disease 
development. Results from the 1972 and 1973 spore-trapping periods 
were similar and showed very different spore yields from resistant 
C2-P and susceptible Sterling. Monitoring the disease progress in 
these heterogeneous orchardgrass populations revealed that population 
mixtures were effective in slowing down the rate of rust build-up. 
The level of rust resistance attained in C2-P also was important 
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in terms of yield and quality of forage in solid stands. Differential 
responses of C2-P, Sterling, and mixtures of the two strains to fungicide 
treatment clearly showed the importance of disease resistance. Responses 
in all traits were negatively associated with level of rust resistance 
of an entry. In percentage of values from plots protected against rust 
by fungicide treatment, third-harvest values from unprotected plots 
were as follows for C2-P and Sterling respectively; 88 and 68 for dry 
matter yield, 93 and 81 for percentage IVDMD, 82 and 55 for yield of 
in vitro digestible dry matter, 107 and 111 for percentage crude protein, 
94 and 75 for yield of crude protein, 81 and 66 for percentage water 
soluble carbohydrates, and 114 and 147 for percentage dry matter. The 
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APPENDIX 
Figure 13. Cumulative counts of stem rust urediospores 
per 100 liters of air in 1972 from C2-P, Sterling, 
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Figure 14. Cumulative counts 
100 liters of air 
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of stem rust urediospores per 
in 1972 from C2-P, Sterling, and 
the two strains in replication two. 
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Figure 15. Cumulative counts of stem rust uredlospores per 
100 liters of air in 1972 from C2-P, Sterling, and 
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Figure 16. Cumulative counts 
100 liters of air 
three mixtures of 
of stem rust urediospores per 
in 1973 from C2-P, Sterling, and 
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Figure 17. Cumulative counts 
100 liters of air 
three mixtures of 
of stem rust uredlospores per 
in 1973 from CZ-P, Sterling, and 
the two strains in replication two. 
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Figure 18. Cumulative counts of stem rust urediospores per 
100 liters of air in 1973 from C2-P, Sterling, and 
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